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A B S T R A C T

Today, the communications network has become an essential element
to the operation of any type of organization or infrastructure, such is
the case of the electrical power substations. Such networks in particu-
lar, demand high levels of availability and reliability, as the substation
is a key element in the chain of energy generation and distribution.
However, although recent network modernization introduced new
features that allow optimizing the operation of the substation, the va-
riety of devices present in such environment (Intelligent Electronic De-
vices (IEDs), Merging Units (MUs), Network Switches, IEEE 1588 Master
Clock) and the huge set of application-level protocols (Sampled Mea-
sured Values (SV), Generic Object Oriented Substation Event (GOOSE),
Manufacturing Message Specification protocol (MMS), Precision Time
Protocol (PTP), among others), increase the management complexity.

Nevertheless, in recent years, data networks have been permeated
by two major trends aiming to facilitate the administration of com-
plex networks: Software Defined Networking (SDN) and virtualization
technologies, which make the network management more flexible and
enable the rapid development and deployment of network services.

This thesis proposes a set of contributions to solve the research
challenges around of the current operation of a power substation
communication network that have not been tackled by the research
community. To do that, it performs a comprehensive review of the
appropriation of SDN as an enabler in the management and operation
of the power substations communication networks. The first research
challenge we identified in this work is that, to the best of our knowl-
edge, there are not research works proposing a complete architecture
for the management of the communications networks of the power
substation; also existing works do not introduce the virtualization
technologies as an enabler in this environment. They only present
how the application of SDN concepts may improve the performance
of different communication tasks in power substations. This thesis
introduces a novel architecture called Smart Solution for Substation
Networks (S3N), which presents a different way to represent the in-
teraction among all elements involved in the operation of the power
substation, taking the communications network as the central point
and the SDN paradigm as a key element of its formulation.

The second challenge found in this work is that there is no unique
criterion to define the structure of the network topology since, in every
power substation, the end user implements their own topologies or the
topology suggested by a vendor. In this context, this thesis presents
a methodology to specify and characterize a reliable topology that
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guarantees fault-tolerance, according to the guidelines described in
the architecture S3N. In addition, this thesis presents alternative SDN

solutions for loops-based topologies in the proposed network topology,
which would be technically unfeasible using common network proto-
cols. These solutions include algorithms to solve problems related to
the broadcast and multicast traffic management.

Also, we discovered that, although the communication networks of
modern electrical substations provide major benefits, various research
articles have evidenced several vulnerabilities related to the operation
protocols in this critical infrastructure. This thesis, in order to improve
the security, presents two strategies to detect intrusions and one SDN

approach to mitigate attacks in the reconnaissance phase.
Finally, all these contributions would not be enough to guarantee a

reliable operation without mechanisms to bring traffic differentiation
and provisioning. This thesis makes the best out of the architecture
proposed to deploy Quality of Service (QoS) inside power substation
communication networks, under the SDN paradigm.
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Part I

P R O B L E M S TAT E M E N T A N D
S TAT E O F T H E A RT

Currently, the functions of processing, data network, and
storage inside a power substation are performed by phys-
ically independent devices that are managed in a decen-
tralized manner, which complicates their configuration/-
maintenance similar to the existing conditions in the data
centers of the mid-90s. In addition, this situation generates
both inefficiencies and security vulnerabilities due to the
bad use of computing and network resources in such crit-
ical infrastructure. Therefore, to simplify the system and
eliminate existing inefficiencies, this proposal presents a
system able to orchestrate computation and connectivity
resources using the concepts proposed by Software De-
fined Networking (SDN) and virtualization technologies.
Its aim is to improve the network management through the
automatization of the tasks provisioning, which reduces
the risks associated with cyber-attacks and human errors
that can generate blackouts or brownouts.





1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

An investment in knowledge pays the best interest.

— Benjamin Franklin

Smart Grid is a concept that aims to provide mechanisms for the gen-
eration and consumption of energy in a more efficient and intelligent
manner. This concept proposes the appropriation of data networks ad-
vantages to the grid operation in the area of control, communications
and monitoring [Far10]. Smart Grid proposes

the appropriation of
data networks
advantages to the
grid operation.

To reach this purpose, the modernization of the infrastructure that
supports the generation, transmission, distribution and consumption
of power has caused the emergence, within the communications net-
work, of a variety of IP compliant devices that are interconnected
through a network based in Ethernet technology [KK13]. The au-
tomation process substation is oriented by the IEC 61850 standard
[Tc5], which covers almost all aspects of Substation Automation Sys-
tem (SAS), providing new communication specifications to provide
interoperability and flexibility in the operation of communication
networks. However, this process of modernization has caused that
the communication network management, in power substations, has
become complex due to the large number of elements that comprise it
(Intelligent Electronic Devices - IED: such as Breakers, switches, Protec-
tion and Control; Merging Units - MU, Network Switches, IEEE 1588

Master Clock), where each device executes functions with different require-
ments of connectivity, delay, bandwidth provisioning, synchronization and
security [Hua+15].

Nevertheless, in recent years, data networks have been permeated
by two major trends aiming to facilitate the administration of complex
networks: SDN and virtualization technologies, which make the net-
work management more flexible and enable the rapid development
and deployment of network services [JP13]. SDN allows providing
programmability to the network infrastructure, facilitating its man-
agement, while virtualization technologies allow, through software,
to create a virtual version of a technological resource as an operat-
ing system, a storage device, a hardware component or a network
resource, where and when it is needed [Kre+15; CB09; Mij+16]. But,
introducing these technological enablers to the current power substa-
tion is not a straight-forward task; there are many research questions
to answer. Are they adequate to manage a critical infrastructure?, Can
they meet the current standards and requirements set by the sector
(delay, reliability), provide scalability and allow provisioning?, Will
they reduce investment and operation costs?, Are they safe solutions?.
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introduction

Without mentioning that a power substation is a critical infrastructure
whose operation can significantly impact a highly energy-dependent society.

Although solutions reached through SDN and virtualization tech-
nologies are transforming the way large datacenters, corporate net-
works and campuses have operated their networks; it is also seen
how gradually these concepts can positively impact the performance
and management of the increasing complexity of communications
networks in power substations [Cah+13; Mol+15b; LFM14]. However,
as proposed in [Bob+14], communication networks involved in the
operation of the electric grid, must meet requirements that are not the
same as the ones of a corporate network. Hence, several studies have
evaluated the advantages and disadvantages of incorporating SDN

and virtualization technologies in the current operation of a power
substation communication network [PD14; Dor+14b; Don+15; KFK15;
Dor+14a; Luw14].

The aim of this thesis is to study and evaluate current contributions and
propose new strategies to improve the current operation of a power substa-
tion communication network in terms of management, reliability, service
provisioning and security. In this context, we propose the development
of Smart Solution for Substation Networks (S3N); a novel architecture
to manage the communication networks in power substations, which
use the principles proposed by SDN and virtualization technologies
for its conception.

1.1 scientific contribution

Figure 1.1 gives an overview of the contributions generated out of
this thesis. There are three main covered research topics around of
the S3N proposal: the background, the modeling and the developing.
Also, Figure 1.1 comprises annotations of the form [x]y, denoting that
scientific publication [x] contributes to Chapter y.

The first part of this monograph, the background, is devoted to the
presentation of the main concepts needed to understand both the
problem this thesis faces and the set of existing proposals around
this topic. This is a contribution of this thesis to the state of the art
around the appropriation of SDN as an enabler in the management
and operation of the power substations communication networks.
The main result of this contribution is published in [LB16c]. This
publication was matured using elements of the previous publication
[LB16a].

The second part of this thesis, the modeling, details the contributions
made in the conception of new elements that allow the improvement
of the management and the reliability in power substations commu-
nications network. In [LB16b] a novel architecture, S3N, is proposed.
This architecture presents a different way to represent the interaction
between all elements involved in the operation of the power sub-
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1.1 scientific contribution

Figure 1.1: Contribution of this work according to the research studies con-
ducted by the author

station, taking as the focal point the communications network and
the SDN paradigm as key element of its formulation. Furthermore,
a methodology to specify and characterize a reliable topology that
guarantees fault-tolerance, according to the guidelines described in
the architecture S3N, is suggested in [LB19b]. The outcome of this
work gives a significant instrument to compare network topologies
according to different criteria: terminal reliability, graph metrics, and
end-to-end time-delay. In addition, [LB19a] complements the work
presented in [LB16b] explaining in depth the elements that integrate
the architecture S3N, as well as their interactions, using the Kruchten’s
4 + 1 Model View.

The third part of this thesis presents the implementation of alterna-
tive solutions to shortcomings found in the existing mechanisms to
manage power substations communications network. For example,
we develop algorithms to solve complex issues related to loops-based
topologies such as broadcast traffic control, path redundancy, packet
redundancy, and multicast traffic management. Also, we evaluate two
strategies to detect attacks in the reconnaissance phase: one using
hierarchical clustering algorithms and statistical type descriptors (av-
erages) and another one making use of the sampling and monitoring
network tool, sFlow, to overcome scalability issues. Lastly, we inves-
tigate the challenges of service provisioning in power substations
communications network, by proposing a complete SDN architecture
for QoS provisioning. These important contributions are supported by
these works [LBJ18a; LBJ18b; Lea18; LB19b].

Finally, the collaboration made in [DLB17] is a significant contri-
bution to the understanding of fault-tolerant systems, employing the
OpenFlow Select and Fast Failover groups. However, it was not in-
cluded in the present monograph.
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1.2 organization

The organization of this thesis is shown in Figure 1.2. There, the indi-
vidual chapters, their main topics and interdependences are shown.

Figure 1.2: Thesis organization

Following this introductory part is Chapter 2, which presents the
conceptual framework required to address this thesis and the literature
review around the appropriation of the Software Defined Networking
(SDN) as an enabler in the management and operation of the power
substations communication networks.

The second part of this monograph presents a set of contributions
oriented to determine the feasibility of improving network manage-
ment in power substations. On the one hand, Chapter 3 and Chapter 4

propose a novel network architecture and the conception of a reli-
able topology, to reach the aforementioned proposal; while Chapter 5,
Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 provide implementations to validate our
approach.

Chapter 3 introduces a novel architecture, S3N, to model the power
substations communications network using the concepts proposed by
SDN and virtualization technologies for its formulation.

Chapter 4 proposes a methodology to specify and characterize a
reliable topology that guarantees fault-tolerance, according to the
guidelines described in the architecture S3N.

Chapter 5 exposes several SDN use cases about how to solve complex
issues in loops-based topologies, such as broadcast traffic control, path
redundancy, packet redundancy, and multicast traffic management.
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Chapter 6 presents two approaches to detect attacks in the recon-
naissance phase. The first one uses hierarchical clustering algorithms
and statistical type descriptors (averages) for this purpose. While the
second one makes use of the sampling and monitoring tool sFlow in
an SDN environment. The latter approach delved thanks to the collab-
oration between Alexánder Leal and Prof. Dr. Juan Felipe Botero

from the Telecommunications Engineering Department of the Univer-
sity of Antioquia with Eduardo Jacob from the Telecommunications
Engineering Department of the University of the Basque Country.

Chapter 7 describes a proposal to provide QoS to critical infrastruc-
ture networks such as power substation communication networks.
This contribution is a result of a collaboration between Alexánder
Leal and Prof. Dr. Juan Felipe Botero from the Telecommunications
Engineering Department of the University of Antioquia with Eduardo
Jacob from the Telecommunications Engineering Department of the
University of the Basque Country.

Chapter 8 presents the conclusions and main results of this thesis,
while the Chapter 9 suggests several ideas, or improvements of the
presented contributions, that can be subject of future work.

Finally, following these concluding chapters is the Appendix A with
miscellaneous information to complement the S3N Architecture Views.
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2
B A C K G R O U N D

To know what you know and what you do not know, that is true knowledge.

— Confucius

This chapter presents the basic knowledge required to develop this
thesis. The concepts of power substation communications networks,
Software Defined Networking (SDN), Virtualization Technologies and
Architecture Descriptions are explored here. In particular, the main
contribution presented in this chapter is the state of the art around the
appropriation of SDN as an enabler in the management and operation
of the power substations communication networks (Section 2.2). This
contribution was published in [LB16c].

2.1 conceptual framework

This section summarizes the main notions around this thesis to give a
better understanding of its reach and contributions.

2.1.1 Automated Power Substation

A power substation is a facility that belongs to the chain of generation
and supply of electric power, whose tasks are the transformation and
distribution of this type of energy. The concept of automated sub-
station implies that the control, protection and monitoring processes
in this infrastructure are automated. It means, they are governed by
a set of intelligent devices with IP support (IED, MU, actuators, etc),
interconnected through a communications network based on Ethernet
technology (see Figure 2.1) [KK13].

Figure 2.1: Location of power substations in the chain of generation and
supply of electric power
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2.1.2 Communication networks in power substations

In general, we can define a communication network of an automated
power substation, as a set of devices with IP support, exchanging infor-
mation via an Ethernet network that uses switches as interconnecting
elements. This network is set up in order to ensure a communica-
tion platform supporting management, monitoring, synchronization,
protection, control and sensing operations, within power substations.

Currently, the substation automation process is guided by the IEC
61850 standard [Tc5], which covers almost all aspects of a Substation
Automation System (SAS). This standard provides recommendations
to guarantee interoperability of devices from different manufacturers.
Also, the standard defines how management, control and protection,
and measurement devices intercommunicate inside a substation. As
it can be seen in Figure 2.2, the model proposed by the standard IEC
61850 is hierarchical, where three levels are identified: station, bay and
process; interconnected via the process bus and the station bus.

IEC 61850 is a
global standard to

guarantee that
devices and tools

from different
vendors work

together!

Figure 2.2: Communication model for the IEC 61850 standard

The process level is composed of actuators, measuring devices
called MUs, Ethernet switches and yard equipments such as: Current
Transformers (CTs), Voltage Transformers (VTs) and breakers. In the
bay level, we find protection and control IEDs, while at the station level
Ethernet switches and communication network management devices
are located.

The IEC 61850 standard also defines four types of communication
services, in order to ensure the correct operation of the network (see
Table 2.1) [KK13].
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type of service description

Abstract
Communication

Service
Interface (ACSI)

Defined in IEC 61850-7-2, addresses the basic requirements for the
process of exchanging information. With this aim, the MMS is used
to transport operational information for the management of the
substation between the user interface system and the IEDs.

GOOSE
Defined in IEC 61850-8-1 for the purpose of distributing event
data (commands, alarms, indications, trip messages), between IEDs
across entire substation network.

SV
Specified in IEC 61850-9-2, is used to transmit analog values (cur-
rent and voltage) from the MUs to the IEDs.

Time
Synchronization (TS)

Uses the PTP for ensuring clock synchronization among devices of
a distributed system.

Table 2.1: Communication services defined in the IEC 61850 standard

2.1.3 Software Defined Networking

SDN corresponds to a "novel" network architecture, whose beginnings
date back to 2008 at the University of Stanford, place where the first
experiments that exposed the concepts and ideas proposed by this
new architecture were performed. However, SDN is only the current
stage of a path that began with the vision of programmable networks.

The idea of programmable networks appears as a proposal to facilitate
network evolution, avoiding the complex tasks related to network
management. Network operators always have had to transform high-
level administration policies into low-level configuration commands
to guarantee the operation of the communications network, handling
the troubles associated with the user interfaces related with different
vendors and providers. Before SDN existed other proposals in the
field of programmable networks: OPENSIG, SOFTNET, Active Networks
(AN), 4D Project, NETCONF and Ethane [Nun+14].

SDN makes network
management easier
and enables the
development and
deployment of new
network services
thanks to the
separation of the
control and data
planes.

SDN proposed, to the outdated and complex management scheme
bound to the traditional networks, a new management paradigm.
Essentially, SDN poses the separation of the control plane (abstraction
responsible for defining how to handle traffic) and data plane (layer
responsible of implementing the decisions taken by the control plane).
See Figure 2.3.

In traditional networks, the functions of the control plane and data
plane are integrated in the same device [Kre+15]. For example, on a
router, the control plane corresponds to the routing algorithm used
to define the best route for a packet on a network, while the data
plane corresponds to the routing table that allows the router to know
through which network interface it should forward a packet. Note that
the entries in the routing table are defined by the routing algorithm,
which in the traditional case is a distributed control mechanism that
defines how network traffic is handled. However, the separation be-
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Figure 2.3: SDN Architecture

tween data plane and control plane implies that the control should be
shifted to an external entity so-called controller (see Figure 2.4), which
essentially provides the resources needed to program the forwarding
devices. Basically, it is responsible for defining the rules that would
act in forwarding devices, so that they know what to do whenever
a packet arrives. Here, it should be mentioned that a traffic flow is a
new SDN concept and it is defined as a sequence of packets transmit-
ted through the network, sharing some criteria (e.g. MAC address, IP

address, transport layer port, protocol type, etc.).
As a programmer

can develop an
application to be

executed on a
particular hardware

(PC, Smartphone),
SDN provides an
architecture that

enables the
programmability of

the entire
communications

network.

Figure 2.4: Comparison between a traditional network and an SDN

As shown in Figure 2.4, the SDN architecture presents a logically-
centralized control of the network through the controller, an entity
that simplifies the network administration, since it integrates into
a single element: management functions, maintenance and network
monitoring. However, the SDN architecture also requires a well-defined
Application Programming Interface (API), so that the SDN controller
(control plane) can exert a direct control over the forwarding equip-
ment (data plane). This interface is so-called southbound interface.
Currently, the most widely API has been OpenFlow [McK+08], al-
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though others have also been defined such as ForcES [Dor+10]. In
Figure 2.3, we can also observe the northbound interface, an interface
that offers a common programming abstraction to the upper layers,
mainly to the network applications such as load balancer, security
systems and traffic engineering.

Although SDN started as an academic project, today it is one of the
trends of greater impact on the industry. Currently, most manufac-
turers of network equipment such as switches, include at least one
family of SDN devices. Even such, important organizations as Google,
Facebook, Yahoo, Microsoft, Verizon and Deutsche Telekom, founded
the Open Networking Foundation [ONF11], an organization dedicated
to the promotion and adoption of SDN through the development of
open standards, and which today comprises more than 500 companies
worldwide.

2.1.4 Virtualization Technologies

Virtualization Technologies allow to create a virtual version of a techno-
logical resource as an operating system, a storage device, a hardware
component or a network resource, on demand [CB09]. At present, the
virtualization concept is applied to a wide range of infrastructures
supporting information technologies. Table 2.2 shows virtualization
techniques in different environments [Bar13]. I don’t doubt at all

that virtualization is
useful in some areas.
What I doubt rather
strongly is that it
will ever have the
kind of impact that
the people involved
in virtualization
want it to have.

– Linus Torvalds

hardware software network storage language desktop

Full
Partial
Para

OS level
Application

VLAN
VPN
NFV

Block File
Java Virtual
Machine

Virtual
Hosted

Table 2.2: Types of Virtualization Techniques

• Hardware virtualization is a virtualization technique that simu-
lates the underlying hardware using a hypervisor to provide
each Virtual Machine (VM) with all the services of the physical
system.

• Software virtualization allows a software to run in an environment
for which it was not designed natively in isolation. For example,
running a windows application on a Linux operating system
through an emulator. Besides, the virtualization allows to execute
several instances of the same Operating System (OS) in parallel.

• Network virtualization can be approached from different fields of
application. For example: the creation of logical sub-interfaces
within a physical interface to implement tunnels such as Virtual
Private Network (VPN), the creation of multiple virtual networks
supported on the same physical network infrastructure as Virtual
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Local Area Networks (VLANs) or the deployment of network func-
tions on commodity hardware instead of expensive dedicated
hardware devices, Network Function Virtualization (NFV).

• Storage virtualization is a common component of Storage Area
Network (SAN) system where the physical storage is completely
abstracted of the logical storage, allowing distributed file systems.
Although we also find examples around us as the virtual units
that we observe in the file explorer when viewing the contents
of a partitioned hard disk.

• Programming Language virtualization. In this case, a VM is placed
in a layer above the operating system, so that it can execute
high-level programs written and compiled under its operating
conditions. In this way a program written in a high level lan-
guage can be executed in any operating system that has the
appropriate VM.

2.1.5 Architecture Description

According to the International Standard ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010 System
and software engineering - Architecture description [ISO11], the conceptu-
alization of a system’s architecture, as expressed in an architecture
description, assists the understanding of the system’s essence and
key properties pertaining to its behaviour, composition and evolu-
tion, which in turn affect concerns such as the feasibility, utility and
maintainability of the system.

Architecture descriptions are used by the parties that create, uti-
lize and manage modern systems to improve communication and
co-operation, enabling them to work in an integrated, coherent fash-
ion. Architecture frameworks and architecture description languages
are being created as assets that codify the conventions and common
practices of architecting and the description of architectures within
different communities and domains of application. Figure 2.5 depicts
concepts pertaining to the practice of architecture description when
applying this International Standard to produce one architecture de-
scription expressing one architecture for one system-of-interest.

This International Standard provides a core ontology for the de-
scription of architectures, providing a common terminology and a
conceptual basis that facilitates the specification of requirements, the
definition, communication and revision of architectures from the use
of an Architecture Description Language (ADL).

2.1.5.1 Terms and definitions

• Architecting: process of conceiving, defining, expressing, doc-
umenting, communicating, certifying proper implementation
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Figure 2.5: Conceptual model of an architecture description

of, maintaining and improving an architecture throughout a
system’s life cycle.

• System of interest: or simply system, refers to the system whose
architecture is under consideration in the preparation of an
architecture description.

• Environment: context determining the setting and circumstances
of all influences upon a system.

• Architecture: fundamental concepts or properties of a system in
its environment embodied in its elements, relationships, and in
the principles of its design and evolution.

• Stakeholder: individual, team, organization, or classes thereof,
having an interest in a system.

• Concern: interest in a system relevant to one or more of its stake-
holders.

• Architecture Description: work product used to express an archi-
tecture.

• Architecture Framework: conventions, principles and practices for
the description of architectures established within a specific
domain of application and/or community of stakeholders.

• Architecture View: work product expressing the architecture of a
system from the perspective of specific system concerns. a viewpoint is a way

of looking at a
system (such as
conventions,
notations) ...
a view is what you
see!
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• Architecture Viewpoint: work product establishing the conven-
tions for the construction, interpretation and use of architecture
views to frame specific system concerns.

• Model kind: conventions for a type of modelling.

• Architecture Model: uses modelling conventions appropriate to
the concerns to be addressed.

2.2 state of the art

This section highlights the research proposals addressed to the study
of the application of SDN in the management and operation of com-
munication networks, within the power substations.

2.2.1 General Categorization

In this part, a general categorization is proposed according to the
approach of the presented works: proof of concept approaches, eval-
uation of technological requirements and solutions offered by the
industry.

2.2.1.1 Proof of concept approaches

Studies addressing proof of concept proposals to evaluate the viabil-
ity of applying SDN concepts in communication networks of power
substations have appeared recently.

The first reference dates from 2013 at the University of Colorado
[Cah+13]. In this paper, the authors argue that Energy Communi-
cations Networks (ECN) require an underlying technology which
allows: (i) rapid innovation that enables the evolution of both the spe-
cialization within each infrastructure as well as integration between
different infrastructures; and (ii) reduction of management complexity
and verification of the correct network operation. As a proposal of
such technology, the authors implemented SDECN, an experimental
SDN-based system that introduced novel features such as network
discovery, self configuration and network monitoring in the control
plane.

In 2014, at the University of the Basque Country, a group of re-
searchers presented [Mol+15b]. In this paper, the authors describe an
architecture based on the principles SDN, but complying with the IEC
61850 standard. Among the modules proposed for the control plane, it
is interesting to highlight: routing, traffic filtering, monitoring, quality
of service, load balancing and security. To validate the capabilities of
the proposed architecture, three use cases were presented: (i) imple-
mentation quality of service policies (QoS pushing), (ii) detection of
denial of service (DoS) attacks and (iii) load balancing.
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Also in 2014, researchers at the Federal Fluminense University de-
veloped the work entitled "SMARTFlow" [LFM14]. This proposal, just
as [Cah+13] and [Mol+15b], uses the concepts related to SDN to pose
a self-configuring system in order to manage the communications
networks based on the IEC 61850 standard. The main features of the
control plane SMARTFlow include: (i) automatic discovery of network
topology (interconnection between switches), and identification of
edge devices (IEDs); (ii) automatic configuration of groups by calcu-
lating Layer 2 multicast trees, for GOOSE and SV services; and (iii)
reconfiguration of all flow entries in case of network failures.

In 2016, at the University of Shanghai Jiao Tong, [Li+16] present a
new autonomous scheme for the dynamic allocation of bandwidth,
oriented to the IEC 61850 communication standard and supported in
SDN. The main contribution of this work is to model the SDN controller
as a new IED. With this approach in mind, for an adequate formulation
of bandwidth allocation policies, the new IED will monitor the net-
work at the station and process levels and will receive the bandwidth
requirements of the other protection and control IEDs. The results of
this new approach significantly improve bandwidth utilization for
MMS, GOOSE and SV communication services.

2.2.1.2 Evaluation of technological requirements

On the other hand, recent works have also been found that analyze
in detail the advantages and disadvantages of incorporating SDN

concepts into communication networks in substations, also proposing
evidence of use cases to validate their assumptions.

For example, in 2014, researchers from Salzburg Research in Austria
[PD14] evaluated the impact of using SDN in the domain of energy
communication networks implementing two use cases: (i) failure of a
link and (ii) presence of traffic overload. In their research, the authors
expose risks such as: vulnerability of the network when there is a
failure in the single controller, poor control over the detection of con-
flicts between flow rules, and the possibility of exploiting disclosure
attacks when the network operates in reactive mode (when a switch
sends a packet to the controller, since it does not know the action
to execute on the packet). However, they also provide references on
how these risks were mitigated in other types of environments. In
the same way, the article mentions advantages of incorporating SDN

as: the simplification of the configuration and management of VLANs,
the increase of the security inside the network, and the possibility of
applying traffic engineering dynamically. The conclusion of the study,
as a consequence of the achieved results, was not to recommend the
use of SDN with OpenFlow in production environments.

In that same year (2014), researchers from the Institute of Com-
munication Networks of the TU Dortmund University in Germany
[Dor+14b], also tested the effect of using SDN to meet the specific
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communication needs in power substations. For this purpose, they
propose a testbed to evaluate different failure scenarios such as: (i)
the disturbance of a link and (ii) the congestion management through
reservation of bandwidth and implementation of dedicated links. The
obtained results show the advantages of using SDN in comparison
with traditional routing mechanisms and quality of service implemen-
tation techniques, providing a more reliable communication network,
capable of handling complex failure scenarios.

In 2015, authors from the University of the Basque Country [Mol+15a],
evaluated how to take advantage of the redundant links present
in critical communication networks, according to the guidelines of
the IEC61850 standard. These redundant links are usually used as a
backup solution but remain under-utilized, that is, they are not used
in normal network traffic conditions. In this context, the researchers
applied load-balancing and multiple-trajectory techniques using SDN

to improve communication performance in networks with partial
mesh topologies. The results show lower latencies that met the defined
transmission requirements in the IEC61850 standard.

To complement, in this opinion article [Don+15], the authors analyze
the opportunities that SDN can bring to communications networks in
substations to improve the capacity of response to failures in the field
of security and their corresponding challenges. The discussion revolves
around three questions: (i) how SDN can increase the ability to face
malicious attacks in the power substation communication networks?,
(ii) what are the risks that introduce SDN, in terms of security, and
how can they be managed? and (iii) how can the proposed solutions
be validated and evaluated?

2.2.1.3 Solutions offered by the industry

Likewise, some efforts from the governmental and private sphere have
developed solutions to improve the communications network manage-
ment in power substations. It underlines the Department of Energy of
the United States (DoE) interest in alliance with the well-known man-
ufacturer Schweitzer Engineering Laboratories (SEL), who developed
a network switch for power substations with SDN support (SEL2470S)
[Sch18b], and an SDN controller for power substations (SEL5056 Flow
Controller) [Sch18a].
To conclude this review, Table 2.3 summarizes the contributions, limi-
tations and testing platforms of each of the works addressed, and its
corresponding categorization.

2.2.2 Findings

This section highlights the main findings around the presented works
in the preceding section.
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2.2.2.1 Trend to emulate network traffic

Of the articles reviewed, only [Cah+13] evaluated the performance
of the experiment from traffic generated by real IEDs. All others used
software tools such as: rapid61850 [Bla+13], Scapy [Bio11], CMT II
[PF06], libIEC61850 [Zil16] and Iperf [Tir99] to emulate this traffic
partially. This fact has the advantage that researchers have a wide
variety of tools to emulate traffic in this type of networks, without
resorting to the use of expensive IEDs. On the other hand, the fact of
not having real devices can limit the scope of the study.

Title Contribution Testbed Limitations
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Software-
defined energy
communica-
tion networks
(SDECN): From
substation au-
tomation to
future smart
grids [Cah+13]
(US)

SDECN. System to facil-
itate the management
of power substation
communication net-
works through a novel
system of discovery
and autoconfigura-
tion of the network
with SDN. Modules:
self-discovery and
monitoring.

Network (Emu-
lated switches in
mininet [Tea12]),
IEDs (SEL2411

and SEL351), Con-
troller (Ryu [Ryu]),
Southbound in-
terface (Openflow
[McK+08])

Emulated evalua-
tion network. Con-
troller based on
Python, interpreted
language whose
performance is not
optimal compared
to other languages.
Multicast traffic
was treated as
broadcast in its
implementation.

Using Soft-
ware Defined
Networking to
manage and
control IEC
61850 based sys-
tems [Mol+15b]
(ES)

Network architecture
for power substations
based on the IEC 61850

standard, supported by
SDN operating princi-
ples. Modules: Short-
estPath routing, traf-
fic filtering, monitoring,
quality of service, load
balancing and security
(firewall, anomaly de-
tection and spoofing
control).

Network (Emu-
lated switches in
mininet [Tea12]),
IEDs (emulated
with rapid61850

[Bla+13]), Con-
troller (Flood-
light [Big12]),
Southbound in-
terface (Openflow
[McK+08])

Both the IEDs
and the evaluation
network are emu-
lated. Only GOOSE
and SV traffic are
mentioned. Con-
nections between
switches and IEDs
must be known in
advance, there is
no self-discovery.

SMARTFlow:
Uma Proposta
para a Auto-
configuração
de Redes de
Subestação IEC
61850 Baseada
em OpenFlow
[LFM14] (BR)

Self-configuring system
for network manage-
ment based on the
IEC 61850 standard that
reduces network load
by up to 44 %, com-
pared to traditional so-
lutions. Modules: rout-
ing based on multicast
trees, traffic prioritiza-
tion, failure detection
and loops (STP), and
self-discovery.

Network (Emu-
lated switches in
mininet [Tea12]),
IEDs (emulated
with Scapy
[Bio11]), Con-
troller (POX [Pox]),
Southbound in-
terface (Openflow
[McK+08])

Both the IEDs
and the evalua-
tion network are
emulated. Only
GOOSE messages
are transmitted
(no SV, MMS traffic).
Controller based on
Python, interpreted
language whose
performance is not
optimal compared
to other languages.

Table 2.3 – Continued on next page
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Table 2.3 – Continued from previous page

Title Contribution Testbed Limitations

SDN based
dynamic and
autonomous
bandwidth
allocation as
ACSI services of
IEC61850 com-
munications
in smart grid
[Li+16] (CN)

Novel scheme for
bandwidth allocation
based on SDN and
IEC 61850 standar. It
guarantees an adequate
management of the
bandwidth of MMS,
GOOSE and SV traffic.
Modules: Mapping of
network services to
ACSI services, traffic
classifier, quality of
service.

Network (Emu-
lated switches in
mininet [Tea12]),
IEDs (emulated like
hosts in mininet
[Tea12]), Con-
troller (POX [Pox]),
Southbound in-
terface (Openflow
[McK+08])

Both the IEDs and
the evaluation net-
work are emulated.
GOOSE and SV traf-
fic were simulated
like ICMP packets.
Controller based on
Python, interpreted
language whose
performance is not
optimal compared
to other languages.
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Evaluation
of software
defined net-
working for
power systems
[PD14] (AT)

SDN and OpenFlow
offer important advan-
tages. However, its use
is not recommended
in production envi-
ronments according
to the found results.
It is expected that in
the future SDN may
be incorporated into
the operation of the
energy communication
networks. Use cases:
Link failure and traffic
overload.

Network (Switches
HP2920), IEDs (em-
ulated with CMT II
[PF06]), Controller
(Opendaylight
[Odl] and HP
controller [HP13]),
Southbound in-
terface (Openflow
[McK+08])

Only GOOSE mes-
sages and FTP
traffic were emu-
lated (no SV, MMS
traffic). The cases
of use presented
used different
controllers, which
does not allow
directly compare
the results.

Software-
defined net-
working for
Smart Grid com-
munications:
Applications,
challenges and
advantages
[Dor+14b] (DE).

It demonstrates the
benefits of incorporat-
ing SDN to the Smart-
Grid communication
networks, compared to
the traditional mech-
anisms, providing a
reliable communica-
tion network capable
of handling complex
failure scenarios. Use
cases: link disrup-
tion and congestion
management through
bandwidth reservation
and dedicated links.

Network (Em-
ulated switches
on PCs with 4

ports Ethernet NICs
executing Open-
VSwitch [Nic09]),
IEDs (emulated
with libIEC61850

[Zil16]), Controller
(Beacon [Eri13]),
Southbound in-
terface (Openflow
[McK+08])

Only MMS and
messages are em-
ulated (no GOOSE
traffic). The Bea-
con controller is
deprecated (its
advanced version
is Floodlight).

Managing path
diversity in
Layer 2 critical
networks by us-
ing OpenFlow
[Mol+15a] (ES).

SDN solution to use
several routes simulta-
neously, increasing the
performance of the net-
work, through the com-
bination of load balanc-
ing and multiple trajec-
tory techniques. As a
validation mechanism,
robust network topolo-
gies were implemented
that meet the operation
and recovery require-
ments defined by the
IEC 61850 standard.

Network (Emu-
lated switches on
mininet [Tea12]),
Traffic (emulated
with Iperf [Tir99]),
Controller (Open-
daylight [Odl]),
Southbound in-
terface (Openflow
[McK+08])

The SV, GOOSE
and MMS traffic
flows are treated
like ICMP, UDP
and TCP flows
traffic; according
to the definitions
suggested by IEC
61850 standard for
SV/GOOSE/MMS.

Table 2.3 – Continued on next page
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2.2 state of the art

Table 2.3 – Continued from previous page

Title Contribution Testbed Limitations

In
d

u
s
t

r
y

s
o

l
u

t
i
o

n
s Watchdog

Project [Sch18b]
and Software
Defined Net-
working (SDN)
Project [Sch18a]
(US).

Alliance between a
governmental entity
(US Department of
Energy, DoE) and a pri-
vate entity (Schweitzer
Engineering Labo-
ratories, SEL), for
developing solutions
that improve the man-
agement of power
substation communi-
cation networks with
SDN.

Software (SDN
Controller),

Hardware (Switch
SEL 2740S)

Proprietary
Solution

Table 2.3: Summarized overview of SDN solutions in power substation com-
munication networks

2.2.2.2 Emulated network topologies

Except for [PD14] and [Dor+14b] most of the studies used mininet
[Tea12] as a platform to recreate the topology of the network. This
phenomenon is a consequence of that, at the time of carrying out the
studies, the researchers did not have the wide variety of solutions
offered today in the SDN field. However, this also reflects how mininet
[Tea12] consolidates itself as a platform for experimentation in the
fields of teaching and research of the computer networks.

2.2.2.3 Wide variety of SDN controllers

All the papers presented in this survey evaluated their work using a
variety of controllers: Ryu [Ryu], Floodlight [Big12], POX [Pox], Open-
daylight [Odl], HP controller [HP13] and Beacon [Eri13]. This means,
in the period that the studies were carried out, there is no evidence
of a tendency towards the use of only one type of controller. This
fact confirms the continuous interest in the development of elements
that contribute to the deployment of SDN, particularly the field of
controllers.

2.2.2.4 Openflow, southbound interface by default

All the studies in this review used OpenFlow [McK+08] as an interface
to the data plane (Southbound Interface). This event is the result of
that OpenFlow was the first interface used in the implementation of
the SDN architecture and continues in constant update.

2.2.3 Discussion

The review reveals the wide interest that exists, both in the academic
community and in the industry sector, in evaluating the benefits that
SDN can offer to the field of power substation communication networks.
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In addition, this chapter exposes the advantages offered by SDN to
conceive, develop and implement solutions quick and inexpensive
(through emulation instruments).

The results found were encouraging in most cases, and suggest that
SDN can boost the management of this type of network satisfying their
demanding operation requirements, and offering the possibility of
developing solutions. However, it is necessary to implement testbeds
that improve the limitations found in this review. In this way, it will
be possible to estimate whether the requirements defined by the IEC
61850 standard are satisfied. So then, the experimentation on real
network topologies, with traffic conditions that match the great variety
of protocols that coexist in this type of environments (MMS, GOOSE,
PTP and SV), and the use of more robust SDN controllers in production
environments are required.

2.2.4 Conclusion

The wide variety of studies regarding the application of SDN around
the power substation communication networks, and the obtained re-
sults show that SDN in the short term could become in a technological
enabler for the operation and management of this type of networks.
The review suggests that is feasible meeting the delay time require-
ments for the control and monitoring messages transmitted on the
network, enabling scenarios with fast fault-tolerance and improving
the security of the systems involved.
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Part II

C O N T R I B U T I O N S T O T H E
A R C H I T E C T U R E P R O P O S A L

Generically, an architecture is the description of the set of
components and the relationships between them. Simple
enough. The trouble starts when you tack on an adjective:
There are software architectures, hardware architectures,
network architectures, system architectures, and enterprise
architectures. People have their own preconceived notions
and experiences about “architecture.” A software architec-
ture describes the layout of the software modules and the
connections and relationships among them. A hardware
architecture can describe how the hardware components
are organized. However, both these definitions can apply
to a single computer, a single information system, or a
family of information systems. Thus “architecture” can have
a range of meanings, goals, and abstraction levels, depending on
who’s speaking. [AKL99]





3
A R C H I T E C T U R E P R O P O S A L

Perfection (in design) is achieved not when there is nothing more to add,
but rather when there is nothing more to take away.

— Antoine De Saint-Exupery

This chapter presents a proposal for the control plane of a power
substation communications network enabled by SDN. This proposal
takes as reference the functionalities presented in Section 2.2. Also, this
chapter introduces a novel architecture, Smart Solution for Substation
Networks (S3N), to model the power substations communications net-
work of today and tomorrow using the concepts proposed by SDN and
virtualization technologies for its conception. In addition, the chap-
ter introduces a comprehensible description of the s3n-connect

module of the S3N architecture, module in charge of providing commu-
nication (physical or virtual) among all devices related to the operation
of the power substation communications network. This contribution
was published in [LB16b] and submitted to [LB19a].

3.1 control plane approach , under power substation

communication network context

According to the aforementioned review presented in Section 2.2, sev-
eral works have proposed the possibility of incorporating technology
enablers such as SDN, in order to automate processes and improve the
management and operation of the communications network in power
substations. This section presents a proposal to the control plane of
the SDN architecture, in terms of power substations’ communications
network requirements.

3.1.1 Network functionalities categorization

Eight network functionalities on the improvement of operation net-
work in a power substation were identified in the proofs of concept
presented in Section 2.2.1.1. These functions are categorized in Ta-
ble 3.1 according to its frequency of occurrence.

• Network topology discovery. Corresponds to a functionality of high
preference, where most of the reviewed research proposals use
Link Layer Discovery Protocol (LLDP) to discover the network
topology. In contrast, [Mol+15b] assumes a static configuration,
based on prior knowledge of the network. Here, it is important
to note that the network discovery mechanism runs periodically
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preference criteria functionality

HIGH Functionalities were implemented
in 3 or 4 research proposals

Topology discovery, Loops preven-
tion, Management multicast traffic
and Monitoring.

MEDIUM Functionalities are only present in
two studies

Failure detection and Load balanc-
ing.

LOW Functionalities just appear in one
work

QoS and Security.

Table 3.1: Network functionalities founded in the Control Plane

(about every 5 seconds). Therefore, considering that within a
substation network, the topology does not change dynamically;
the modification of this frequency parameter may increase con-
troller’s performance. In addition, according to [Pak+14], minor
modifications to the standard discovery algorithm, can improve
the controller load conditions up to 45%.

• Multicast traffic management. It is a module of high preference. To
handle this kind of traffic, [Cah+13] and [Mol+15b] used VLANs,
while [Bot+15] used slices. On the other hand, [LFM14] proposed
automatic configuration groups by calculating multicast routing
trees, reducing network load up to 44%. Another interesting
alternative proposes an efficient handling of multicast traffic, by
manipulating the fields of multicast addresses [ISC11].

• Monitoring. It is also a highly implemented module, that demon-
strates the importance of collecting traffic statistics. According
to [Mol+15b], sFlow (RFC 3176), presents major advantages
over monitoring strategies as OpenFlow Counters, NetFlow
and SNMP/RMON. sFlow was also used in [Bot+15], whereas
in [Cah+13] a module of the controller was used.

• Preventing switching loops. For this purpose, [LFM14] and [Bot+15]
used Spanning Tree Protocol (STP). Whereas [Mol+15b] used
shortest path algorithms. STP limits network scalability, because
only allows one active path between two nodes, and sometimes,
it does not choose the shortest or fastest path. However, there
are alternatives such as Rapid Spanning Tree Protocol (RSTP),
Transparent Interconnection of Lots of Links (TRILL), or shortest
path algorithms [CKM12]. Nevertheless, we believe that the in-
troduction of SDN could allow the use of optimization techniques
to find the best group of loop-free paths, since the SDN controller
is fully aware of network topology.

• Failure detection. Despite the importance of this feature, it was
only addressed in [LFM14] and [Bot+15], where notification
strategies to show link failures were implemented.
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3.1 control plane approach , under power substation

communication network context

• Load balancing. Only two papers, [Mol+15b] and [LFM14], in-
corporated this feature, adapting modules provided by the con-
troller. In this area, [Mol+15a] proposed an interesting alternative
where network efficiency is increased using the links that STP

leaves inactive, to send redundant information on alternative
paths.

• Quality of service. Only a project posed this functionality using a
controller module [Mol+15b]. However, taking into account the
wide variety of traffic transiting through the network (SV, GOOSE,
MMS, PTP, among others), we consider that the implementation
of discrimination strategies for critical and noncritical traffic is
necessary.

• Security. Only in [Mol+15b] a firewall and an intrusion detection
system were implemented. However, in critical infrastructures,
the security of the communication network should be an essen-
tial functionality. Nevertheless, authors have proposed contribu-
tions in this field. In [YS15], a system to detect traffic anomalies
was implemented using computational intelligence, and [HSL09]
posed mechanisms to provide authentication and integrity to
GOOSE and SV messages.

3.1.2 Control Plane Proposal

According to the network functionalities identified in the aforemen-
tioned review, three domains will be defined for the control plane:
supervision domain, redundancy and availability domain, and traffic
control domain. In addition, each domain is composed of a set of
elements that are defined below (see Figure 3.1).

Figure 3.1: Approach to the control plane of the power substation communi-
cation network

• Functional requirements. This module collects the network re-
quests, generated by the network substation operator. For ex-
ample, what devices should be interconnected? with or without
redundancy?, what quality services policies will be required?,
among others.
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• Network topology discovery. This module takes information, pro-
vided by network devices, to discover the physical topology of
the network. When there are not network virtualization function-
alities in place, this module provides information to the traffic
engineering module directly.

• Network virtualization. This module consumes information from
the network topology discovery and functional requirements
modules. With this information, it defines the network resources
and necessary information schemes, to build virtual networks in
accordance with the defined requirements.

• Monitoring. This module collects information from four modules:
network topology discovery, traffic statistics, failure reporting
and security; in order to bring the network status to the substa-
tion operator.

• Failure reporting. This module is in charge of reporting, classify-
ing and analyzing failures.

• Distributed controller. This module is responsible to guarantee the
availability of the SDN controller in the event of failure.

• Security. This module consumes information from the network
topology discovery module, in order to implement access control
lists, through the registration of devices’ MAC addresses. It also
uses information from the statistics traffic module, in order to
detect traffic anomalies.

• Traffic engineering. This module is in charge of the modules: loops
blocking, path redundancy, packet redundancy, quality of service
and multicast traffic management. It receives requests from the
network virtualization module and defines how to handle them.

• Loops blocking. This module detects and prevents loops by means
of programmable techniques, since the SDN controller is fully
aware of network topology.

• Path redundancy. This module allows to discovery alternative
paths, between two nodes, to send redundant information.

• Packet redundancy. This module implements reliability mecha-
nisms to avoid packet loss.

• Quality of service. This module discriminates critical and non-
critical traffic within a substation network to give preferential
treatment for the services that need it.

• Multicast traffic management. This module provides mechanisms
to guarantee the correct operation of GOOSE and SV services,
reducing the flooding related to multicast traffic.
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• Traffic statistics. This module collects and process traffic to bring
useful information to the monitoring and security modules.

3.2 novel architecture proposal for power substations ,
s3n

In this section, we propose a reconceptualization of the power sub-
stations’ communications network architecture using the concepts
proposed by SDN and virtualization technologies. For the development
of this stage, the suggested definitions in the International Standard
ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010 System and software engineering - Architecture de-
scription [ISO11], (see Figure 2.5 in Section 2.1.5) are explained and
contextualised on the following sub-sections.

3.2.1 System of interest

It refers to the
system whose
architecture is under
consideration.

Power substations are a key element in the chain of energy generation
and distribution and their communication networks demand high lev-
els of availability and reliability, as well as a functional, secure, scalable
and easy to administrate management platform. We are focused on the
power substation communication networks, since they are an essential
element in the operation of this type of critical infrastructures.

3.2.2 Stakeholders

They are those who
have an interest in a
system (individual,
team, organization).

Below is a list of stakeholders interested in this architecture.

• Power substation operators.

• Power substation’ Automation and Control engineers.

• Computer communications support engineers.

• Hardware and software infrastructure engineers.

• International standardization and regulation bodies.

3.2.3 Concerns

It is about the
interest in a system
relevant to one or
more of its
stakeholders.

Currently, the functions of processing, data network, and storage in-
side a substation are performed by physically independent devices
that are managed in a decentralized manner, which complicates their
configuration/maintenance similar to the existing conditions in the
data centers of the mid-90s. In addition, this situation generates both
inefficiencies and security vulnerabilities due to the bad use of comput-
ing and network resources in such critical infrastructure. Therefore, to
simplify the system and eliminate existing inefficiencies, this proposal
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presents a system able to orchestrate computation and connectivity
resources using the concepts proposed by SDN and virtualization tech-
nologies. Its aim is to improve the network management through
the automatization of the tasks provisioning, which reduces the risks
associated with cyber-attacks and human errors that can generate
blackouts or brownouts.

3.2.4 Architecture ViewPoint

It refers to the
conventions for the

construction,
interpretation and
use of architecture

views within of
specific domain.

Given the domain of the system of interest, we will take two mod-
els as reference. The first, our own conceptual model named Smart
Solution for Substation Networks (S3N) and the second, the Smart
Grid Architecture Model (SGAM), defined by the CEN-CENELEC-ETSI
Smart Grid Coordination Group [CEN12].

3.2.4.1 S3N - Architecture

As shown in Figure 2.2, the communication model for IEC 61850

proposes a hierarchical structure, based on 3 levels interconnected
by two data buses, where all devices that integrate the communica-
tions network can be grouped into five broad categories: peripherical
communications, management, protection and control, measuring
and interconnect devices. However, we believe that, the interaction
between these categories of devices, could also be represented by a con-
centric model, or rings model, named Smart Solution for Substation
Networks (S3N) as shown Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: S3N architecture

In the S3N architecture, the central axis corresponds to all intercon-
nection devices, mainly Ethernet switches and wiring. This component
is called connectivity or s3n-connect. s3n-connect component
provides communication among all the components that are directly
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related with the operation of the communications network. That is,
1) protection and control devices (IEDs, actuators), grouped in the
component named Protection and Control or s3n-protect; 2) man-
agement devices (Events Recorder, Monitoring) which are grouped
in the component named management or s3n-manage; 3) measure-
ment devices (MUs and meters), grouped in the component named
measuring or s3n-measure; and 4) devices for the support of other
communications (PCs, VoIP, security cameras, thermal cameras, etc),
grouped in the component named peripherical communications or
s3n-percom.

Another important element in this model refers to the communica-
tions buses: North (N), South (S), East (E) and West (W). As illustrated
in Figure 3.2, these communication buses will identify different types
of traffic (communications services), according to their location:

• North communications bus (N): Refers to traffic to/from the pe-
ripherical communications component (s3n-percom). In this
domain we identify the traffic associated with communication
services such as VoIP, video-call, video-surveillance (security
cameras) or video-protection (infrared thermographic cameras
for monitoring the temperature level of devices - overheating).

• South communications bus (S): Refers to traffic to/from the mea-
surement component (s3n-measure). In this domain we will
identify the traffic associated with communication services such
as SV, GOOSE and PTP.

• East communications bus (E): Refers to traffic to/from the protection
and control component (s3n-protect). In this domain we will
identify the traffic associated with communication services such
as SV, GOOSE and PTP.

• West communications bus (W): Refers to traffic to/from the man-
agement component (s3n-manage). In this domain we will
identify the traffic associated with communication services such
as MMS.

Vertical traffic in the
IEC61850 model
corresponds to EW
(East-West) traffic,
in the S3N model.

The significant thing about this type of notation for communications
is that the traffic that is exchanged between the s3n-measure sector
and the s3n-protect can simply be called SE (South-East) traffic.
Or for example, the traffic that goes from the s3n-protect sector
to s3n-manage will be identified as traffic or communications EW
(East-West).

The model presented in Figure 3.2 is able to represent the interaction
of the communications network in its current condition. Nevertheless,
this model can be expanded through abstraction layers, with the aim
of providing more flexibility to the proposed structure and conceiv-
ing the possible changes that may experience this communications
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network in the future. Figure 3.3 illustrates an extended S3N capacity
model, by incorporating an abstraction of three layers: infrastructure,
virtualization and functionality.

Figure 3.3: S3N architecture - Layer structure

• Infrastructure layer. It supplies physical computing resources,
instrumentation, network and storage resources through the use
of open hardware (with virtualization support).

• Virtualization layer. It provides a runtime environment for virtu-
alized resources, reducing provisioning times and maintenance,
and increasing system flexibility.

• Functionality layer. It corresponds to the domain of virtual appli-
cations (functions) that can be consumed by virtualized resources
(virtual servers, virtual IEDs or a virtual network), located in the
virtualization layer.

3.2.4.2 SGAM Model

The SGAM Framework aims at offering support to the design of smart
grids use cases with an architectural approach allowing for a represen-
tation of interoperability viewpoints in a technology neutral manner
[CEN12]. As illustrated in Figure 3.4, SGAM is a three dimensional
model that is merging the dimension of five interoperability layers
(Business, Function, Information, Communication and Component)
with the two dimensions of the Smart Grid Plane: electrical domains
and information management zones.

In the Smart Grid Plane the zones represent the hierarchical levels
of power system management: Process, Field, Station, Operation, En-
terprise and Market, while the domains cover the complete electrical
energy conversion chain: Bulk Generation, Transmission, Distribution,
DER and Customers Premises. Then, the five interoperability layers
are described below.

• Business Layer. It allows to represent regulatory and economic
(market) structures and policies, business models, and business
portfolios (products & services) of market parties involved.
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Figure 3.4: Smart Grid Architecture Model (SGAM)

• Function Layer. It describes functions and services including their
relationships. The functions are represented independent from
actors and physical implementations in applications, systems
and components.

• Information Layer. It describes the information that is being used
and exchanged between functions, services and components. It
contains information objects and the underlying canonical data
models.

• Communication Layer. It exposes the protocols and mechanisms
used for the interoperable exchange of information between
components in the context of the underlying use case, function
or service and related information objects or data models.

• Component Layer. It allows to represent the physical distribu-
tion of all participating components in the smart grid context.
This includes system actors, applications, power system equip-
ment, protection and tele-control devices, network infrastructure
(wired/wireless communication connections, routers, switches,
servers) and any kind of computers.

3.2.5 Architecture Views

A view is a
projection of a model,
omitting entities that
are irrelevant from a
certain perspective or
vantage point.

A view is a representation of a partial aspect of the system of interest
through the use of the conventions established by the Architecture
Viewpoint. Basically, the views allow observing a system from different
perspectives for providing a complete description of it. In our case,
the S3N model will provide a first conceptual view of a use case of
the architecture proposal, while the SGAM model will help to delimit
the scope of the S3N architecture and illustrate system components,
their interconnections and the mechanisms used for the exchange of
information.
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3.2.5.1 S3N - Use Case

Figure 3.5 illustrates a use case where the rings model structured in
layers represent a future power substations’ communications network
architecture.

Figure 3.5: S3N - Use case

• Peripherical Communications (S3N-PERCOM): In this particular
use case, this segment only has participation in infrastructure
layer, just as it is today.

• Protection and Control (S3N-PROTECT): In this component, it is
possible identify three layers. At the lower layer, corresponding
to the infrastructure level, we could find a hardware instrumen-
tation. In turn, on this instrumentation hardware is possible to
instantiate virtual IEDs in the virtualization layer, which could
consume protection and control functions stored in the func-
tionality layer (over-current protection, over-voltage protection,
among others).

• Management (S3N-MANAGE): Here, it is also possible to identify
three layers. At the lower layer, we could find a hardware server
that allows to instantiate virtual servers in the virtualization
layer. Besides, these virtual servers could execute applications
(recording, monitoring), using a software as a service model.

• Measuring (S3N-MEASURE): In this particular use case, this seg-
ment only has participation in the infrastructure layer, just as it
is today.

• Connectivity (S3N-CONNECT): Similarly, in the core of the ar-
chitecture, we could find, in the lower layer (infrastructure), all
hardware necessary to ensure the interconnection of all devices
(hardware switches and wiring). Then, on the layer infrastruc-
ture, virtual networks could be instantiated in virtualization
layer, which can use functions from functionality layer for its op-
eration (traffic filtering, loops preventing, among others). These
network functions were precisely discussed in our approach to
control plane Section 3.1.2.
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3.2.5.2 SGAM Views

Figure 3.6 exposes the scope of the proposed architecture under SGAM

context. Thus, S3N is defined in the zones of field, station and oper-
ation, of the distribution domain, through the layers of components,
communication, function and information.

Figure 3.6: S3N scope under SGAM context

The views related with components, communication, information
and function layers can be found in Section A.1.

3.3 core architecture description, s3n-connect

This section presents a comprehensible vision of the s3n-connect

module, the core of the S3N architecture. Its intention is to identify
the elements that integrate it and explain their interactions using the
Kruchten’s 4 + 1 Model View [Kru95].

3.3.1 System of interest

s3n-connect corresponds to the central axis of the S3N architecture.
This module provides communication (physical or virtual), among
all the sectors linked to the operation of the communication network:
protection and control devices (s3n-protect), management devices
(s3n-manage), measurement devices (s3n-measure), and devices
for the support of other communications and security (s3n-percom).
This module, as shown in Figure 3.7, will be governed by an SDN

architecture.

3.3.2 Stakeholders

Below is a list of stakeholders interested in this module of the S3N

architecture.

• Power substation operators.

• Power substation’ Automation and Control engineers.
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Figure 3.7: s3n-connect module governed by an SDN architecture

• Computer communications support engineers.

3.3.3 Concerns

The communications network has become an essential element to the
operation of any type of organization or infrastructure, such is the
case of the electrical power substations. Such networks demand high
levels of availability and reliability, as the substation is a key element
in the chain of energy generation and distribution. However, although
recent network modernization introduced new features that allow
optimizing the operation of the substation, the variety of devices that
integrate it (IEDs, MUs, Network Switches, IEEE 1588 Master Clock)
and the huge set of application-level protocols (SV, GOOSE, MMS, PTP,
among others), increase the management complexity. A power substa-
tion contains hundreds of devices generating and consuming critical
information in real time, with different requirements of connectivity,
delay, bandwidth provisioning, synchronization and security, accord-
ing to their purpose or field of application. Without mentioning that
the IEDs require adequate maintenance and configuration if you do not
wish to compromise the efficiency, reliability, availability and safety of
the substation’s networks.

3.3.4 Architecture ViewPoint

Given the domain of the system of interest, we will take as a reference
the Kruchten’s 4 + 1 Model View [Kru95], a view model that conforms
to the ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010 System and software engineering - Architecture
description [ISO11].

3.3.4.1 Kruchten’s 4 + 1 Model View

It is a model of multiple and concurrent views that is closely related
to all stakeholders according to their role in the development of the
project: end users, developers, systems and/or telecommunications
engineers, integrators and project managers. The model allows the
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description of a software architecture using 4 + 1 views, which allow
describing in an isolated way the particular behavior of the system. As
illustrated in Figure 3.8, the model proposes the following perspectives
or views:

If it is not written
down, it does not
exist.

– Philippe
Kruchten

Figure 3.8: Kruchten’s 4 + 1 Model View

• Logical View: This view represents the functionality that the sys-
tem will provide to end users, it means, what the system must
do and the functions and services that it offers. These function-
alities are a response to the needs identified in the domain of
the problem. The elements that support the functionality are
modeled in this view.
Notation: UML class, communication or sequence diagrams.

• Process View: In this view is represented the processes that exist
in the system and the way how they communicate each other
from the perspective of a systems integrator. It focuses on the
behavior of the system at runtime.
Notation: UML activity diagram.

• Development View: Also named implementation view. It shows
the system from the perspective of a programmer and deals with
software management. It will present how the software system
is divided into components, the dependencies that exist between
them and the organization of the software modules.
Notation: UML component and packet diagrams.

• Physical View: Also known as deployment view. In this view, all
the physical components of the system and the physical con-
nections between those components (including the services), are
shown from the perspective of a systems/telecommunications
engineer. This view must identify the mechanisms and protocols
used for the exchange of information between components.
Notation: UML deployment diagram.

• Scenarios View: Also called as use cases view. This view consol-
idates the previous views from the perspective of the project
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manager, where the scenarios become an abstraction of the most
important requirements represented by the use cases.
Notation: UML use cases diagram.

It is important to mention that this model defines what is necessary
to document in each view, and not the way to do it. For example, a
logical view can be documented graphically with a UML class diagram,
but it does not mean that this view has to be documented with that
diagram, simply this diagram (by its characteristics) can document
this view. Kruchten does not define the viewpoints to make views, it
only defines the information that each view must contain. So, when the
software architects use UML, they save the step of having to document
the viewpoints because UML already has its representations widely doc-
umented. A summary of the UML diagrams used for the representation
of the Kruchten 4 + 1 model is shown in Table 3.2.

UML is a
standardized

modeling language
enabling developers
to specify, visualize,

construct and
document artifacts of

a software system.

4 + 1 model view uml diagram

Scenarios Use cases. It can be complemented with other dia-
grams such as: Activity, Interaction or State.

Logic Class, State, Collaboration.

Development Component, Packet.

Physical Deployment.

Process Activity, States, Sequence.

Table 3.2: UML diagrams used in the Kruchten 4 + 1 model

3.3.5 Architecture Views

In this case, the Kruchten’s 4 + 1 Model View [Kru95] will provide
the reference model to describe the way how the S3N architecture
could be appropriated as a solution to the aforementioned concern
(Section 3.3.3).

3.3.5.1 Logical View

The logical view includes the functional requirements that the system
must provide in terms of service to its users (communications net-
work operators within power substation). Given the complexity of the
system, the logical view will be represented by three diagrams:

• Functional block diagram of the control plane proposed under
SDN architecture.

• Functional block diagram around the frameworks used for de-
velopment.

• Class diagram for the OpenDayLight controller framework.
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functional block diagram of the control plane pro-
posed In the S3N architecture, the s3n-connect component is
governed by a SDN environment. Next, in Figure 3.9, the three domains
defined for the control plane (Section 3.1.2), along with the modules
implemented for demonstrating the scope of our architecture proposal
S3N, are illustrated.

Figure 3.9: Functional block diagram of the s3n-connect control plane

functional block diagram around the frameworks used

for development In our S3N architecture adoption, the s3n-
connect component makes use of different frameworks for the
implementation of the functionalities described in Figure 3.9. Next, the
Figure 3.10 presents the domains of the frameworks used: OpenDaylight
(ODL), sFlow and NeXt UI. Note that some functionalities are articu-
lated through the integration of two frameworks: monitoring (NeXt &
sFlow) and security (ODL and sFlow).

Figure 3.10: Frameworks used within s3n-connect component

• OpenDaylight. ODL is a modular open platform for networks man-
agement under the SDN paradigm, focused on the programma-
bility of the network. The ODL platform is designed to allow any
user (researcher or supplier) to develop a network controller
according to their needs. The ODL controller is implemented in
Java and runs within its own Java Virtual Machine (JVM). This
means it can be implemented on any hardware or platform
whose operating system is compatible with Java [Odl].
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• sFlow. sFlow is a packet sampling technology that can be imple-
mented in a wide range of devices (switches, routers, servers
or Personal Computers (PCs)), with the purpose of analyzing
and monitoring traffic statistics or computing resources such as
CPU and memory [PPM01]. sFlow provides REST & JavaScript
APIs which allow parameterizing metrics and defining levels of
alarm and/or notification, according to the monitoring require-
ments predefined by the network operator. The elements that
integrate the sFlow architecture, as well as its operation scheme,
are described in RFC 3176 [PMP01].

• NeXt Toolkit. NeXt UI is an HTML5/Javascript/CSS framework
that can be used by user interface developers to integrate rep-
resentations of interactive network topologies into their web
applications. NeXt provides high performance and allows user
interaction with the network topology through an event listener
API [CIS18].

class diagram for the opendaylight controller frame-
work Figure 3.11 illustrate the packages developed under the Open-
Daylight platform to satisfy the functionalities implemented for the
system (see Figure 3.10). Likewise, Figure 3.12 shows how each pack-
age is broken down into a series of key abstractions, such as the classes
and their corresponding relationships (See detailed information in
Section A.2.2).

Figure 3.11: UML packet diagram of s3n-connect

Figure 3.12: UML classes diagram of s3n-connect
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3.3.5.2 Development View

The development view, or implementation view, represents the static
organization of the software modules built for the system. Figure 3.13

illustrates the software components of the system and their dependen-
cies. Detailed information about the components and dependencies
of the software components under the OpenDayLight domain can be
found in Section A.2.3.

Figure 3.13: Components diagram for the s3n-connect module.

3.3.5.3 Process View

The process view shows the interaction of the objects inside the system
and/or with elements from the outside. Next, the operation schemes
associated with the topology discovery process for switches and hosts;
the Breadth First Search (BFS) tree calculation to mitigate the problems
associated with the broadcast traffic in topologies with loops; and the
multicast tree calculation for the SV traffic management are explained
for the purpose of providing a better understanding of the sequence
diagrams used to represent this view.

network topology discovery and control loops The
network topology discovery functionality of the NetSmartSubstation
project aims to gather information about the links and nodes (switches
or hosts) that make up the topology of the network in the Operational
DataStore. This function comprises two phases: core devices discovery
(switch-nodes) and their corresponding links, and edge devices discov-
ery (host-nodes) and their corresponding links. These tasks are carried
out by executing two java plugins related to two native Opendaylight
projects (L2Switch and OpenFlowPlugin), along with functionalities
developed by us under the Opendaylight platform. It is important to
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mention that the process of network topology discovery incorporates
in its implementation the loops control process, hence the reason for
the title of this section. Figure 3.14 shows the sequence diagram asso-
ciated with the topology discovery and loop control operations and
detailed information about the development of this functionality can
be found in Section 5.2.

Figure 3.14: Sequence diagram associated with the topology discovery and
loop control.

sv multicast traffic management The SV multicast traf-
fic management module of the NetSmartSubstation project (see Fig-
ure 3.13), has the purpose of calculating trees for the adequate propa-
gation of the SV multicast traffic. In this way, it is guaranteed that this
traffic does not flood the network. A SvTree tree will include: a root
node that corresponds to an SV traffic generator device or Publisher, a
MU; sheets that correspond to IEDs devices or Subscribers; intermediate
nodes that correspond to switches and branches that are only the links
through which this traffic will be transmitted. Here it is important
to mention that each Publisher will have its own propagation tree
(SvTree).

Next, Figure 3.15 illustrates the sequence diagram associated with
the operations carried out for the SV multicast traffic management.
The orange box in the sequence diagram shows the process to execute
when occurring a link failure in the network topology. Detailed infor-
mation about the development of this functionality can be found in
Section 5.4.
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Figure 3.15: Sequence diagram associated with the SV multicast traffic man-
agement.

goose multicast traffic management The GOOSE multicast
traffic management module of the NetSmartSubstation project (see
Figure 3.13), has the purpose of calculating a directed graph with two
link-disjoint paths between any source and destination switch of the
topology, so that if one link in the main path fails, communication
is still possible through a backup path. This feature guarantees zero
recovery time with no packet loss. In addition, this directed graph
allows an adequate propagation of the GOOSE multicast traffic, prevent-
ing the network flooding. This module emulates the functionalities of
zero recovery time protocols in a single network topology, providing
path redundancy and packet redundancy.

Next, Figure 3.16 illustrates the sequence diagram associated with
the operations carried out for the GOOSE multicast traffic management.
The orange box in the sequence diagram shows the process to execute
in case of a link failure in the network topology. Detailed information
about the development of this functionality can be found in Section 5.5.

3.3.5.4 Physical View

The physical view, or deployment view, represents the software com-
ponents that make up the solution of the system and how they are
distributed on the hardware that will support the application. This
view provides guidance at the moment of deploying the solution
inside the infrastructure, illustrating the devices that comprise the so-
lution and their corresponding physical and logical connections. Next,
Figure 3.17 shows the layout of the software components involved in
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Figure 3.16: Sequence diagram associated with the GOOSE multicast traffic
management.

the solution directly (« monitor » and « controller »), and indirectly («
webBrowser », « sFlowAgent », « OpenFlow13 »).

Figure 3.17: Software components distribution that integrate the system on
physical equipment.

• Server. Equipment where the controller and the monitoring com-
ponent will be executed. It is recommended that this equipment
has at least 8G RAM and a CoreI7 or similar processor. In ad-
dition, this server must have enabled the ports illustrated in
Figure 3.17 for its correct operation (TCP: 8008, 8181, 6653 and
UDP: 6343,6653).

• Supervision PC. Workstation of the power substation operator.
This device requires a web-browser with JavaScript support to
display the network topology, and traffic metrics predefined in
the system. This station communicates with the Server through
the web interface that is exposed on the TCP port:8008 via HTTP.
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• Switches. Layer 2 devices in charge of ensuring connectivity
within of the power substation communications network. These
devices must offer support to the OpenFlow v1.3 protocol and
sFlow standard. The sFlow agent must be configured, with the
following sampling and polling parameters [sampling = 500

& polling = 20], to send the traffic statistics to the IP address
assigned to the server where the « Collector » component resides.

Figure 3.18 illustrates the connection scheme used for the afore-
mentioned devices. The proposed network topology is highly reliable
to be implemented in power substations environments, according to
the network redundancy considerations proposed by the IEC 62439

standard, as well as the operation time requirements suggested by the
on IEC 61850 standard. Its conception and evaluation are explained in
Chapter 4

Figure 3.18: Use case diagram, network switch with SDN support

3.3.5.5 Scenarios View

The scenarios or use cases view help to model the behavior of the
system by illustrating the user’s interaction with the main system
or other external systems. In this way the stakeholders understand
how the system has been conceived to be used. To describe this view,
four use cases diagrams are illustrated in Figure 3.22, Figure 3.21,
Figure 3.20 and Figure 3.19.

3.4 conclusion

This chapter presents two significant contributions in the field of com-
munications network of power substations. First, the introduction
to an architecture known such as S3N, which allows to represent, al-
ternatively, the operation scheme of current, and future, automated
communication networks. This new approach, based on technology
enablers such as SDN and virtualization technologies, provides ben-
efits to the communications network management, in line with the
SmartGrid concept, and opens the door for possible areas of research
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Figure 3.19: Use case diagram, S3N system

Figure 3.20: Use case diagram, S3N controller

Figure 3.21: Use case diagram, network switch with SDN support

and development. For example, in the field of provisioning and man-
agement of s3n-protect and s3n-manage components. Secondly,
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Figure 3.22: Use case diagram, sFlow framework

a novel approach for the future network control plane in power sub-
stations is proposed. This novel network control plane architecture is
not an adaption of well known SDN-based control planes in different
data networks (data centers, carrier networks), but on the contrary, it
is defined from power substations’ particularities.
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4
D E F I N I N G A R E L I A B L E N E T W O R K T O P O L O G Y I N A
S O F T WA R E - D E F I N E D P O W E R S U B S TAT I O N S
C O N T E X T

A network topology is an entity with many critical connections (links). In
the same way, a relationship is an entity with many critical connections

(feelings). So, if you want to get the best of both worlds ensure that those
connections be reliable.

— Alexánder Leal

This chapter proposes a methodology to specify and characterize
a reliable topology, using an ILP approach, according to the guide-
lines described in the architecture Smart Solution for Substation Net-
works (S3N) where station and process buses are not separated (see
Section 3.2.4.1). However, this procedure can be applied in any other
environment, not just in the power substation communications net-
work. This contribution was submitted to [LB19b].

4.1 introduction

A substation communications network is a mission-critical network
and needs to be designed with redundancy principles to guarantee
fault-tolerance. In these networks, the interconnection of devices is a
key element in system’s operation because they (IEDs, Bay Controllers,
MUs, DFR and HMI) require connectivity with a high level of reliability.

In this scenario, the topology is the main component to provide reli-
ability to the communications network. Currently, different network
topologies can be implemented for substation networks based on the
IEC 61850 standard, for example: Star, Ring, Multiple Ring, Mesh or
combinations of these [Int13a]. However, there is no single network
topology that reaches better performance for all substation automation
applications. Each topology has its strengths and weaknesses depend-
ing on the use, but it must always ensure redundancy and low latency.
This means, if one connection element fails, communication should
still be possible through a backup connection ensuring an appropri-
ate delay. Although there are other important factors associated with
the choice of the topology (relative cost, administration issues and
application suitability), our approach is oriented to the reliability and
latency aspects in a Software-defined power substations context.

In Section 3.2.4.1, we presented a reconceptualization of the power
substations communications network architecture called S3N, aligned
to a Software-defined environment. This proposal represents all in-
teractions between the elements incorporated by the network model
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provided in the standard IEC 61850 (a hierarchical architecture in-
tegrated by three levels identified as station, bay and process; and
interconnected via the process bus and the station bus)[Tc5].

In the S3N architecture, the central axis corresponds to all intercon-
nection devices, mainly Ethernet switches and wiring. This component
is called connectivity or s3n-connect and provides communication
among all the components that are directly related to the operation of
the communications network. s3n-connect provides connectivity
to all devices in a single physical network, in contrast to traditional
approaches where two separated physical networks are used: one
called station bus (governed by a ring of partial mesh topologies) and
the other one called process bus (defined for the resiliency introduced
by PRP and HSR protocols) [Hir12], see Figure 2.2.

Therefore, it is paramount to define a convenient topology, able
to ensure network resiliency and zero recovery time, for the right
system operation in a power substation communications network.
This chapter proposes the selection of a reliable network topology
using an ILP approach. The criteria used to achieve this objective are:
SDN environment, edge-disjoint paths (redundancy) and IEC 61850-
90-5 recommendations (backward compatibility). The reliability of the
proposed solution is evaluated using the following metrics: terminal
reliability, graph metrics and end-to-end time-delay.

4.2 problem statement

The concept of automated substation, guided by the IEC 61850 stan-
dard [Tc5], allowed the transition from traditional wired connections
to an Ethernet-based network with IP support, introducing the defini-
tion of new communication concepts in order to provide: reliability,
interoperability and flexibility. For instance, new network protocols
have appeared with the aim of offering redundancy (PRP and HSR),
bring protection and control (GOOSE), get measurements (SV) or allow
management (MMS), among others. Also, regarding network topol-
ogy, the convention of using two communications buses (station and
process) to interconnect all devices within the power substation is
nowadays commonly used. However, all these new features increase
the network management complexity, as well as the CAPEX (CAPi-
tal EXpenditures) and OPEX (OPerating EXpense). Particularly, this
chapter is focused on proposing a reliable network topology in a
Software-defined power substations context, because we consider that
technological enablers such as SDN facilitate the administration of com-
plex networks, guaranteeing that network topology becomes agnostic
to the operation scheme of any protocol.

In previous works [Kan11; YK10; Ali+15; Liu+14], different authors
have discussed about how the network topology in a power substation
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environment should look like. However, each approach proposes very
different solutions (see Figure 4.1).

Figure 4.1: Network Topologies in power substations

For example, the IEEE members of the Substation Protection Sub-
committee inside the Power System Relaying Committee in [IEE15]
agree with the analysis done in [Kan11] where the redundant-ring
(see Figure 4.1f) provides the highest reliability as compared to other
three studied topologies (Cascade, Ring, Star-ring). On the other hand,
in [YK10], authors suggest that dual redundant tree-based topology is
the best option based on Cisco’s experience. In fact, all solutions are
appropriated as long as they fulfill the required operation conditions.

The following subsections explain which conditions should be taken
into account to define a reliable topology in a Software-defined power
substations context.

4.2.1 S3N Architecture Legacy

In the S3N architecture, the connectivity component (s3n-connect)
is governed by a SDN environment, integrating in a single network
the station and process buses defined in the IEC 61850 standard
[LB16a]. For this reason, in the topology design problem, we are
going to consider a single network topology. In the SDN environment,
it is necessary to establish a communication channel between the
SDN controller and the set of switches of the network topology, with
the purpose of exchanging control messages. There are two ways to
implement this control channel: out-of-band and in-band control. Out-
of-band control uses separate Ethernet ports and links to connect the
switches to the controller and exchanges control traffic in a dedicated
way, acting as a separate physical network. On the other hand, in-band
control uses available network links to send both types of traffic, data
and control.
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The S3N architecture is based on a concentric model (see Figure 3.2).
Therefore, at the beginning, to provide basic connectivity among all the
edge components of the architecture (HMI, IEDs, MUs, Bay Controllers,
Cameras, among others), the switches attached to those components
will be interconnected by a star topology to the main switch (located
at the center of the star). Hence, the communication between SDN

controller and the others switches is carried out through the main
switch, using in-band SDN management.

4.2.2 Network engineering guidelines (IEC 61850-90-4)

Ideally, all devices belonging to a single bay (IEDs, MUs and/or bay
Controller) should be connected to a single switch [Int13a].

4.2.3 Redundancy

Redundancy refers to the careful use of redundant connections be-
tween network devices or, the use of multiple network devices itself,
to provide reliability on the network. This ensures that, if a link or
node component fails, several communication connections will not
be affected. Particularly, in our approach, the network topology is
oriented to guarantee two link-disjoint paths between any source and
destination switch of the topology, so that if one link in the main
path fails, communication is still possible through a backup path.
This feature is the most important issue in our design because, in
the S3N architecture, there are two modules in charge of guaranteeing
the simultaneous transmission of multicast GOOSE messages through
two independent paths: Path redundancy and Packet redundancy (see
Section 3.1.2). In this way, the S3N architecture will provide similar
behavior to the one provided by protocols such as PRP or HSR, without
the need to use additional devices (redbox or HSR interface) or du-
plicated networks. Figure 4.2 shows, on the same graph, the concept
related to the expressions two node-disjoint paths and two link-disjoint
paths (edge-disjoint paths), for a pair of vertices (u,v).

Figure 4.2: Node-disjoint paths and Link-disjoint paths concepts

In this context, to guarantee the aforementioned operation, a two-
edge-connected graph is required. First, a connected graph is a graph
where there always exists a path between any pair of vertices. There-
fore, a two-edge-connected graph is a graph where there are two paths
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to connect any pair of vertices of the topology; it means that the graph
will always be connected, even if any edge of the graph is removed
(see Figure 4.2).

To determine what are the requirements in a two-edge-connected
graph, we are going to use one of the most important facts about
connectivity in graph theory; the Menger’s theorem [Men27], which
characterizes the connectivity and edge-connectivity of a graph in
terms of the number of independent paths between vertices.

Menger’s Theorem (edge version): Let G be a graph and u, v ∈
V(G). The maximum number of edge-disjoint u,v paths in G is
equal to the minimum number of edges needed to be removed
from G to disconnect u from v.

Then, as a consequence of Menger’s Theorem, the maximum edge
connectivity of a given graph is the smallest degree of any node,
since deleting these edges disconnects the graph [Ski90]. In this way,
according to the Menger’s Theorem, Figure 4.2, corresponds to two-
edge-connected graph because the smallest degree of the nodes is two.
In conclusion, to guarantee a two-edge-connected graph we have to
ensure that each node in our topology is connected, at least, through
two links.

4.3 optimization model

4.3.1 Formulation

To solve the problem of generating a reliable network topology in a
Software-defined power substations context, we propose an ILP model.
Before introducing the model, Table 4.1 details the notation. Also, the
terms "switch" and "node" are used interchangeably throughout this
chapter.

Parameter n
Refers to the number of switches (Nodes), in the S3N-Connect
component.

Indexes
i index associated to the source node of the link.
j index associated to the destination node of the link.

Variable xi,j
Binary variable to indicate the presence of a link between the i
node and the j node.

Table 4.1: Model Elements

4.3.2 Objective function

Suppose the network topology is represented by an undirected graph
G(N, L) composed of a set of nodes N and a set of links L. The links
are assumed to be bidirectional, with the same characteristics (cost,
bandwidth). The goal of the model is to formulate a network topology
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that guarantees the reliability considerations defined in the previous
section, given the n parameter, such that the number of required links
is minimum.

minimize ∑
i

∑
j

xi,j (4.1)

4.3.3 Constraints

• No loops: A node cannot be source and destination of one link.

xi,j = 0 ⇒ i = j (4.2)

• SDN Criteria: All switches (nodes) are connected to the main
switch to facilitate their connection to the SDN controller, since
the main switch is directly attached to the SDN controller. For
the sake of simplicity in the formulation, the main switch corre-
sponds to the first node (i = 1).

n

∑
j=2

xi,j = n− 1 ⇒ i = 1 (4.3)

• Link-disjoint paths: Each node (switch) should be connected, at
least, through two links. In other words, the minimal degree for
each node (switch) should be two.

n

∑
j=1

xi,j ≥ 2 ∀ i (4.4)

To summarize, Figure 4.3 illustrates the meaning of the constrains
aforementioned on the network topology modeling.

Figure 4.3: Constrains graph representation

4.3.4 Solution

The solver used to solve the ILP aforementioned problem was the GNU
Linear Programming Kit (GLPK) [Mak00]. The results obtained for
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different n values are shown in Figure 4.4. As noted, the restrictions
were accomplished and the reader can check by direct observation that
the obtained graph is two-edge-connected, even though one link fails,
the connectivity in the network remains because there is a feasible
path between any pair of nodes.

Figure 4.4: Topologies obtained from the proposed ILP

4.3.5 Improved Solution

The resulting topologies show a critical central failure point. Accord-
ingly, we propose to increment the degree of the nodes to 3 in the
constraint defined by the Equation 4.4, obtaining the results illustrated
in Figure 4.5 where it is easy to note that changing the constraint
raised in the Equation 4.4, we achieve a 100% redundant solution,
even if the there is a failure in the central node. This topology is
known as an artificial spider web or orb web, and could be regarded
as the mixture of two topologies: star and ring. A spider web topology
gives a highly optimized structure, efficient to rapidly transmit infor-
mation between nodes that are located further away from the center
of the topology and 100% tolerant to link failures. [AO10]. Here, it is
important to mention that in [Liu+14], this topology was analyzed as
an architecture for substation process-level network with promising
results in comparison with traditional topologies (bus, ring and star).

Figure 4.5: Topologies obtained for the improved optimization model

4.4 performance evaluation

To validate the reliability of the obtained solution, we choose to com-
pare the performance of different network topologies (included the
spider web topology), over a use-case. Particularly, we choose a small
substation of 220/132 kV, with single bus, which is classified as T1-1
by IEC 61850-5 [Int13b]. Figure 4.6 shows the single line diagram for
such substation, along with a possible structure for the devices of
control, protection and measuring, in each line bay.
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Figure 4.6: Substation T1-1 type

According to [Kan11], in this type of substation, there are 5 bays,
three line bays, one transformer bay and one bus bay, where each
bay has a specific scheme of measurement, protection and control.
Furthermore, with regard to the S3N architecture we will have to
interconnect at least 7 switches: SWMNG, SWCOM, SWL1, SWL2, SWL3,
SWXFRM and SWBUS (see Figure 4.7).

Figure 4.7: Spider web topology under T1-1 use-case

The evaluation process involves three different types of analysis:
k-Terminal Reliability, Graph Metrics and ETE delay analysis; over
seven different network topologies, according to the aforementioned
use-case (see Figure 4.8).

However, it is important to mention that, although the suggested
methodology will be applied to one particular type of substation, this
method can be applied to any power substation.

4.4.1 k-terminal Reliability

Terminal reliability (connectedness probability), is defined as the prob-
ability of maintaining nodes connected considering all possible paths
between origin-destination pairs. In other words, this metric reflects
the redundancy of a network in which alternative routes could be
used when a link fails. That is the reason why we are going to use this
metric to characterize the probability of network operation. Specifi-
cally, k-terminal reliability gives the probability that k specified nodes
in a network are connected [BF12].
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Figure 4.8: Different network topologies for the proposed use-case

For the computation of the two-terminal reliability metric, we choose
the algorithm SYREL [HR87], which incorporates the best features
of both path and cutset methods, is accurate and has a relatively
low computational complexity. At SYREL, the network topology is
represented by a probabilistic graph G(N, L), where N and L are the
set of nodes (switches) and links. Also, each simple path between
a given pair of nodes is denoted as Pi (with i = 1, 2, 3...). Finally,
the algorithm assumes that the failures of elements are statistically
independent and they have a probability of being available pl , or being
in failed state ql , with pl = 1− ql and l ∈ L. The terminal reliability
between a pair of nodes is given by Equation 4.5.

Rterminal = Pr(
m⋃

i=1

Ei) (4.5)

where Ei denotes the event in which path Pi is up and m represents
the number of paths between those two nodes. This expression for the
terminal reliability can be computed by decomposing the set of paths
in the graph into another set of mutually exclusive paths between two
nodes. For example, if we have three possible paths between two nodes
called P1, P2 and P3 (see Figure 4.9); the terminal reliability expression
consists of three terms which correspond to three mutually exclusive
events: the first event occurs when P1 is up, the second event occurs
when P2 is up and P1 is down, and the third event occurs when P3 is
up and both P1 and P2 are down. In other words, if Ēi denotes that
path i is not operational, Rterminal can be decomposed into mutually
exclusive events as Pr(E1) + Pr(E2 ∧ Ē1) + Pr(E3 ∧ Ē2 ∧ Ē1).

Now, for applying this mechanism it is necessary to establish what is
the probability that link l ∈ L is available, pl . For this purpose, we use
the MTBF concept [TA04]. MTBF, or mean time between failures, which
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Figure 4.9: Possible paths between two nodes in a K-terminal context

is a basic measure of a system reliability, typically represented in units
of time, where the higher MTBF number indicates the higher reliability
of the product. Now, once the MTBF of an element is calculated, the
probability that element will be operational for a given time could be
expressed with the Equation 4.6, assuming a failure-rate constant.

Rsystem = e−(time/MTBF) (4.6)

Thus, taking into account that the MTBF for passive copper cables
is around 50 million hours (the order of magnitude higher in the
industry) [Sha15], and the MTBF for an Ethernet network interface is
1 million hours [Cis15]; we can determine the probability that these
elements operate without failure during a time using Equation 4.6.
For example, for a period of 10 years, the probabilities that a cooper
cable and Ethernet network interface remain available are 0.99825 and
0.91613 respectively.

Now, we can define pl , the probability that link l ∈ L is available
with Equation 4.7, (see Figure 4.9).

pl = (Rnic−src ∩ Rcable ∩ Rnic−dst) = 0.83783(10 years) (4.7)

4.4.2 Connectivity Measures

Graph theory gives several measures to analyze and compare network
efficiency over different topologies [KD89; Bar16]. In this methodology,
we use the diameter as delay metric, beta index as a complexity
indicator, the number of edge-disjoint paths as resilience/reliability
measure and the average path length as a robustness attribute.

• Diameter (dmax): Indicates the largest distance between any two
nodes in the network, through the shortest path. Diameter (dmax)
could be defined by Equation 4.8 where d(i, j) denotes the length
of the shortest path between node i and j. This feature is impor-
tant in our comparison because it gives a perspective about the
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behavior of the latency, since the latency is directly proportional
to the distance d(i, j). High values of dmax imply an important
factor to take into account in the latency operation.

dmax = max d(i, j) (4.8)

• Beta Index(β): It measures the level of connectivity in a graph and
is expressed by the relationship between the number of links
(l) over the number of nodes (n). Beta index can take values
between 0 and 3. Simple network topologies like tree or bus
have a β value of less than one. A connected network with one
cycle has a value of 1. And more complex networks have a value
greater than 1.

β = l/n (4.9)

• Average shortest path length (〈d〉): It is defined as the average of the
shortest paths between all nodes in the network. For a directed
network of N nodes, 〈d〉 gives the expected distance between
two connected nodes. A short average path length indicates a
lower probability of system failure since the transmission path
will have fewer elements.

〈d〉 = 1
n(n− 1) ∑

i 6=j
d(i, j) ∀ i, j ∈ V (4.10)

• edge-disjoint paths (Pedge−disj): Two paths are edge-disjoint (edge
independent) if they don’t share any edges.

4.4.3 End-To-End Delay

Latency is a critical factor in the operation of communications net-
works of power substations and its performance is directly related
to the number of hops (switches) per path. That is the reason why
we consider its analysis in this paper. IEC 61850-5 [Int13b], defines
the maximum transmission times required for different services. For
example, SV data values and GOOSE trip commands are services with
the highest latency requirements (Transfer Time class TT6), which
demand 3ms as transmission limit or End-To-End delay (ETE). The
end-to-end delay is the elapsed time from the time a data packet is sent
out from the source application layer, until it is completely received
by the application layer in the destination node. However, it is very
important to take into account that, according to IEC 61850-10 [Int12]
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and IEC 61850-90-4 [Int13a], the ETE of 3ms is distributed as follows:
80 percent to the processing times in the IED stacks (2.4ms) and the
remaining 20 percent (0.6ms) for the communication network.

In [Int13a; Sie14; XN13], authors analyze quantitatively the latency
caused by a single hop in a path evaluating the wireline propagation
delay and the processing time of a packet at a switch (store and
forward, switch fabric processing, and frame queuing processes).

• Wireline Propagation Delay (Twl): Refers to the elapsed time taken
by the packet to traverse the physical medium. It depends on
the physical link length and propagation speed. Now, assuming
that we will use Ethernet cable CAT-5E / CAT-6, which gives a
propagation delay of 0.64C in a distance of 100mt, where C is the
speed of light, we can define the Twl as follows Equation 4.11:

Twl =
distance

prop. f actor ∗ C
=

100mts
0.64C

= 520ns (4.11)

• Store and Forward Delay (Ts f ): Refers to the elapsed time in the
switch while the first packet is fully received and stored in
memory, the packet is read back from memory, and the packet is
forwarded to the output queue. This delay is proportional to the
size of the frame forwarding and is inversely proportional to the
bit rate. Now, assuming that we are working on a FastEthernet
network (100Mbps) with compact GOOSE frames of 300bytes, the
Ts f can be defined as follows Equation 4.12:

Ts f =
f ramesize

bitrate
=

300bytes
100Mbps

= 24µs (4.12)

• Switch processing delay (Tsw): Corresponds to a fixed value given
by the vendor, which depends on the processing speed of switch
chip. Generally, industrial Ethernet switches have a value around
8µs.

• Queuing delay (Tq): It is the most difficult metric to determine
because depends on the knowledge of all traffic patterns on a
network (network load), at any moment. For this reason, some
assumptions have to be made. Thus, on a loaded network, it
is possible to assume that the likelihood of a frame already
in the queue is proportional to the network load. Under this
condition, the average queuing latency can then be estimated in
Equation 4.13, where Ts f (max) is the store and forward latency
of a full-size frame (1500 byte). Now, a network with 50% load
would have an average queuing latency of 60µs

Tq = (%load)Ts f (max) = (0.5)
1500bytes
100Mbps

= 60µs (4.13)
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Based on the analysis above, we propose the scenario of Figure 4.10.
to calculate the latency caused by links and interconnection devices
(switches) on the communication network path. Particularly, the sce-
nario is validated for network topologies with dmax = 2 in normal
operation conditions (e.g. star, spider-web and dual-tree). However,
the proposed methodology could be applied to the calculation of other
distances or topologies.

Figure 4.10: Elements involve in the estimate latency for End-To-End Delay

According to Figure 4.10, the latency related to the network com-
munications Tnc will be given by Equation 4.14,

Tnc = 4 Twl + 3 (Ts f + Tsw + Tq) = 278µs (4.14)

4.5 analysis of results

The reliability of the obtained solution was evaluated using three
different approaches: k-terminal reliability, graph metrics and ETE
time-delay performance.

Table 4.2 summarizes the results obtained for each of the aforemen-
tioned metrics, according to the network topologies defined for our
use case (see Figure 4.8).

TOPOLOGY R(MNG,L3) → Pi R(L1,L3) → Pi R(L2,L3) → Pi β dmax 〈d〉 Pedge−disj ETE (dmax)

Bus 0.346→ 1 0.493→ 1 0.837→ 1 0.86 6 2.66 1 556µs
Ring 0.838→ 2 0.791→ 2 0.838→ 2 1.00 3 2.00 2 370µs
Star 0.792→ 1 0.792→ 1 0.792→ 1 0.88 2 1.75 1 278µs

Mesh 0.999→ 326 0.999→ 326 0.999→ 326 3.00 1 1.00 6 186µs
Redun. Ring 0.900→ 4 0.827→ 4 0.900→ 4 1.14 7 3.04 2 648µs

Dual Tree 0.973→ 6 0.947→ 10 0.947→ 10 1.56 2 1.47 2 278µs
Spider Web 0.926→ 29 0.953→ 27 0.990→ 23 1.75 2 1.50 3 278µs

Table 4.2: Two Terminal Reliability, Connectivity and ETE analysis for differ-
ent topologies

4.5.1 Two terminal Reliability

On each network topology (see Figure 4.8), the two terminal relia-
bility calculations were conducted for three different pairs of nodes
R(MNG,L3), R(L1,L3), and R(L2,L3) to verify the behavior when nodes
are located both, close or far away. The terminal reliability analysis
showed that topologies with highest values of probability of main-
taining nodes connected were: mesh (with a value of 0.999 on the
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three different pairs of nodes: R(MNG,L3), R(L1,L3), R(L2,L3)); spider web
(with values of 0.926, 0.953 and 0.990 for each pair of nodes) and dual
redundant tree (with values of 0.973, 0.947 and 0.947 for each pair
of nodes). However, although the mesh is the topology with greater
redundancy in our study, its complexity, as shown by the beta index,
is the worst in terms of network management; that is the reason why
this topology is not implemented on real networks and it will be
disregarded in our analysis. Hence, in terms of reliability, the spider
web and the dual redundant tree are the network topologies offering
the best performance.

Also, next to the two-terminal reliability value, the number of paths
used to calculate Pi are indicated (see Table 4.2). There, if we compare
the Pi values obtained by the spider web and the dual redundant tree
network topologies, one can observe that the spider web topology
gives two or even three times more paths to interconnect a pair of
nodes than dual redundant tree topology (29 instead of 6, 27 instead
of 10 and 23 instead of 10), according to the pair of nodes evaluated.

In this context, the network topology with best two terminal relia-
bility is the spider web.

4.5.2 Graph metrics

Let us begin this part of the analysis with the diameter dmax and
the average shortest path length 〈d〉 metrics. These parameters give
an idea about the proximity level of the network. Small values of
these parameters indicate the best network performance because if,
in average nodes are closer, the transmission path will have fewer
elements, and that means a lower probability of system failure and
shorter delays. According to Table 4.2, network topologies with smaller
values for dmax and 〈d〉 measurements, excluding the mesh topology
for the reasons aforementioned, are dual redundant tree (dmax = 2,
〈d〉 = 1.47) and spider web (dmax = 2, 〈d〉 = 1.50).

Another important parameter used in this analysis is the beta index
(β). This index is a good instrument to address the complexity of the
networks. Values between 1 and 2 are appropriate, while that 3 it is the
worst scenario (e.g. mesh topology). Topologies such as a ring (β = 1),
dual ring (β = 1.14), dual redundant tree (β = 1.56) and spider web
(β = 1.75) offer an appropriate complexity level. Nevertheless, ring
and dual ring topologies did not get a good qualification under the
first analysis criteria (terminal reliability), even when they offer two
edge-disjoint paths. Consequently, dual redundant tree and spider
web topologies continue displaying the best metrics.

Last graph metric to present in this discussion is the number of
edge-disjoint paths between a pair of nodes (Pedge−disj). This graph
parameter brings a determining factor in this evaluation in terms of
reliability requirements. Table 4.2 shows that spider web topology with
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Pedge−disj = 3, offers the best option above other topologies, without
taking into account the mesh topology.

In this terms, although dual redundant tree and spider web topolo-
gies give similar values to graph meters dmax, 〈d〉 and β, the parameter
Pedge−disj is paramount to select the spider web topology.

4.5.3 ETE time-delay

As a third analysis criteria, the latency is an important indicator. The
ETE time-delay analysis showed that dual redundant tree and spider
web topologies obtained a value of ETE(dmax) = 278µs, assuming that
all switches of the path had a network load of a 50% and worked with
FastEthernet technology. This measure satisfies the communication
network time defined for a IEC 61850-5 standard of 600µs, equivalent
to the 20% of the transmission time required for critical services (3ms).
However, it is important to mention that: 1) the delay link contribu-
tion is negligible in comparison with the delay caused by the switch
operation and, 2) the latency values calculated could be reduced im-
plementing GigaEthernet technology, and with this, the margin of
reliability of the network would be increased.

In summary, the results confirm that the network topology proposed,
spider web, is highly reliable. However, dual redundant tree showed
being a good option too.

4.6 conclusion

The selection of the requirements to define the right network topol-
ogy changes according to the purpose for which a network is built.
However, a right balance between the requirements is not easy to get.
Reliability, costs, real-time performance and management are features
that can not be satisfied simultaneously.

In this chapter, we propose an ILP model to solve the problem
of reliability for a network topology in a Software-defined power
substations context, taking into account requirements such as SDN

legacy, digital substation recommendations and paths redundancy.
Our studio corroborated that the proposed solution, the spider web
topology, is a reliable network topology suitable for improving the
performance of the operation network, by using three different an-
alytical approximations: terminal reliability, graph metrics and ETE
time-delay performance; and its comparison against several practical
Ethernet architectures.
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5
U S E C A S E S I M P L E M E N TAT I O N W I T H S D N

Make everything as simple as possible, but not simpler.

— Albert Einstein

This chapter exposes the benefits of working in an SDN context
exposing how SDN can be applied to get the network functionalities
defined in Section 3.1.2, for the S3N architecture’s control plane. This
contribution was submitted to [LB19b].

5.1 introduction

As we mentioned in Chapter 4, a substation communications network
has to be designed with redundancy principles to guarantee fault-
tolerance. However, managing the proposed topology in a traditional
way, using common network protocols like STP or VLAN, would be
technically unfeasible. On the one hand, to offer fault-tolerance the
traffic must have the possibility to traverse different paths; however,
on the other hand, STP will disable all redundant paths in the topology
to avoid loops.

This fact becomes a motivation to show the benefits of working in
an SDN context. With SDN we can develop applications to define the
traffic behavior in the chosen topology, according to the operational
requirements of the power substation communications network. This
chapter shows the operating principles of the developed modules
to solve particular problematics within the communication network
for power substations such as network topology discovery, broad-
cast traffic control in loop-based topologies, path redundancy, packet
redundancy, and multicast traffic management.

All proofs of concept presented here were designed and imple-
mented for the T1-1 power substation (see Figure 4.6), using the
spiderweb network topology (see Figure 4.7) in accordance with the
analysis exposed in Chapter 4. The proposed algorithms were im-
plemented under the Opendaylight SDN controller [Odl], while the
topology was built using Mininet [Tea12], a network emulator widely
used in the SDN research networking field. Finally, the measuring MUs,
protection and control IEDs and supervising devices were emulated us-
ing hosts-containers executing applications from the libIEC61850 project
[Zil16]. libIEC61850 is an open-source framework with code written in
C that provides an API for implementing MMS server and client, GOOSE

publisher and subscribers and SV publisher and subscribers.
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5.2 network topology discovery

To get a single end-to-end view of your network infrastructure always
has been a key aspect for network monitoring, identifying failures,
and improving the network efficiency. So, it is not a coincidence the
presence of several vendor protocols to reach this functionality: Cisco
Discovery Protocol by Cisco, Foundry Discovery Protocol by Brocade,
Bay Network Management Protocol and Nortel Discovery Protocol by
Nortel, Extreme Discovery Protocol by Extreme Networks, Link Layer
Topology Discovery by Microsoft, and others. But, the constraints
related to the use of proprietary protocols are already known. However,
there are also neutral network protocols that, working together, enable
network topology discovery. For example, LLDP allows identifying the
port-to-port connectivity and the capabilities from switches, while ARP

and ICMP can be used to discover hosts. In addition, Simple Network
Management Protocol (SNMP) is another option to discover the network
topology of SNMP-enabled network devices.

In our approach, the network topology discovery is a paramount
aspect to develop other functionalities such as: the appliance of graph
theory to handle multicast traffic, determine the shortest path be-
tween hosts, recovery the network operational state in case of failures,
monitor the network, among others.

In particular, we present an SDN solution to get an entire view
of the communication network using the ARP and LLDP protocols
along with two features related to the native Opendaylight projects:
L2Switch and OpenFlowPlugin. This solution comprises two phases:
core devices discovery (switch-nodes) and their corresponding links,
and edge devices discovery (host-nodes) and their corresponding links.

• Core devices discovery (switches and links between switches). The
OpenFlowPlugin uses a procedure called OFDP, which lever-
ages the packet format of LLDP to perform network topology
discovery and register it in the SDN controller. However, OFDP

operates completely different to LLDP [GEN10]. In short, the SDN

controller sends to each switch a message with an LLDP packet
and the instructions of what to do with it, encapsulated in a
(Packet-Out primitive). Then, the switches flood LLDP packets to
all ports, according to the instructions received. Subsequently,
other switches receive the packets and redirect the LLDP traffic to
the SDN controller. Finally, the SDN controller learns the topology
network from information about incoming ports (see Figure 5.1).
Here, when the OFDP process is completed, we build a network
graph G(N, L) where N are switches and L links based on the
information available from the core-network in the SDN controller.

Here, it is important to mention that the OFDP mechanism is
the current de-facto standard of topology discovery in SDN con-
trollers (POX, Floodlight, Beacon, Ryu, Cisco Open SDN Con-
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troller, OpenDaylight and ONOS), derived from the topology
discovery mechanism used in NOX (the original OpenFlow con-
troller).

Figure 5.1: Network topology discovery by using OFDP.

However, the described procedure only allows discovering the
switch-nodes and their links. It means, there is only a partial
discovery of the network topology (core-network), because the
host-nodes and their corresponding links are missing.

• Edge devices discovery (hosts, IEDs, MUs and their links to the switches).
The feature odl-l2switch-hosttracker of the L2Switch project is in
charge of detecting and registering each edge-node, and its cor-
responding link to the core-network, by detecting ARP Replay
messages in the SDN controller. So then, it will be necessary to
generate ARP requests from the SDN controller to each edge de-
vice IP addresses linked to edge devices, which were registered
in the SDN controller by the power substation operator. However,
before executing this operation, the SDN controller will execute
the Algorithm 5.2, to install rules on the switch-nodes that guar-
antee a proper handling of the ARP broadcast traffic within a
loop-based network topology.

In summary, with the two aforementioned procedures (Core and Edge
devices discovery), we can get the complete network graph G(N, L) as-
sociated with network topology discovery. This network graph brings
a detailed vision of the network topology and shall be used as input
in several modules to provide solutions to other complex issues.

The structure of the proposed algorithm is shown in Algorithm 5.1.
In addition, the sequence diagram related with the topology discovery
and loop control operations was illustrated in paragraph 3.3.5.3.

Initially, line 2 assumes that each OpenFlow-enabled switch has pre-
configured the IP address and TCP port number of the SDN controller.
So then, on startup, the switches will establish a session with the SDN

controller notifying information about MAC addresses, active switch
ports, among others [Ope15].

On lines 3 to 5 the OpenFlowPlugin, through the odl-openflowplugin-
app-table-miss-enforcer feature, registers a flow by default on each
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Algorithm 5.1 Network topology discovery in an SDN context (Spider-
Web Topology)

Input: Switches, Links, ip_addresses_end_devices
Output: Network Graph G(N, L) where N are switches, MUs or IEDs, and L links

OpenFlow rules set to install in the switches

1: Initialize variables:
switchNodes〈List o f N〉, discoveredLinks〈List o f N〉, networkGraph〈G(N, L)〉,
srcNode〈N〉, dstNode〈N〉

2: switchNodes←(all switches with OpenFlow session established)
3: for each switch ∈ switchNodes do
4: Add flow priority=0, dl_type=lldp, actions=controller
5: end for
6: for each switch ∈ switchNodes do
7: Send Packet-Out with packet=LLDP, actions= f lood
8: end for
9: discoveredLinks← (all links learned with OFDP)

10: updateNetworkGraph(discoveredLinks)
11: Call Algorithm 5.2 . ARP Manager in an SDN context (SpiderWeb Topology)
12: for each ip ∈ ip_addresses_end_devices do
13: sendArpRequest(ip)
14: end for
15: discoveredLinks← (all links learned through odl-l2switch-hosttracker)
16: updateNetworkGraph(discoveredLinks)

17: function updateNetworkGraph(linksList)
18: for each link ∈ linksList do
19: if link is not already added then
20: srcNode← getSourceNode(link)
21: dstNode← getDestinationNode(link)
22: networkGraph← addVertex(srcNode)
23: networkGraph← addVertex(dstNode)
24: networkGraph← addEdge(srcNode, dstNode, link)
25: end if
26: end for
27: end function

switch-node of the topology to redirect all LLDP traffic to the SDN con-
troller. Then, on lines 6 to 9, the OFDP procedure begins the explained
process. Thus, with the information collected by the OFDP procedure,
a networkGraph is built on line 10, which contains the switches and
the links between switches from the network topology.

Subsequently on line 11, when the core-network has been discov-
ered, the SDN controller will proceed to calculate a BFS tree on the
network topology to avoid loops and install rules on the switch-nodes
to propagate the ARP broadcast traffic on the calculated BFS tree. This
procedure is outlined on Section 5.3.

Later, lines 12 to 15, we send ARP requests from the SDN controller
to all edge devices registered by the power substation operator. This
action will allow the feature odl-l2switch-hosttracker of the L2Switch
project detecting and registering each edge-node, and its corresponding
link to the core-network.

Finally, the networkGraph structure is updated with the new infor-
mation about the edge-nodes to get a complete view of the network
topology state (line 16). Lines 17 to 27 illustrate the building pro-
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cess of the network graph networkGraph by using the Java Universal
Network/Graph (JUNG) Framework [O’M10].

5.3 broadcast traffic control in loop-based topologies

To mitigate the broadcast storm problem related to the broadcast
protocols in loop-based topologies, networking engineers traditionally
implement solutions like STP which introduces associated difficulties:
redundant links will be disabled to all types traffic even knowing
that it is only necessary to block the broadcast traffic. Instead, since
the SDN controller is fully aware of network topology, we can take
advantage of this knowledge to detect loops and use programmable
techniques to handle the broadcast traffic.

In particular, we present an SDN solution to handle the ARP broadcast
traffic, without blocking other traffic types, building an exclusive
tree graph to manage the ARP traffic since the SDN controller has a
centralized view of the communication network. However, this case
use can be extended to handle other IPv4 broadcast protocols such as:
DHCP, SMB, etc.

This application uses the Breadth First Search (BFS) Algorithm
[Zus48], taking the node located in the center of a spiderweb topology
as root. BFS is an algorithm for traversing or searching elements in a
graph, often used on trees. It starts selecting a node as tree root and
exploring all the neighbors of this node. Then for each neighbor dis-
covered explores their respective adjacent neighbors, and so on until
the whole tree is traveled. The proposed structure for this application
is showed in Algorithm 5.2.

At the beginning, we build a network graph with the topology
information contained in the SDN controller. Then, on lines 2 to 6, we
determine the root node checking the connectivity degree of each
switch (node) in the topology graph. Our interest is to start at the cen-
ter of the topology, and that node is the only one inside the topology
with a connectivity degree greater than three. Here, it is important to
mention that, according to the S3N architecture, we will always have
a switch for the Management sector, another one for the Peripherical
communications sector and the remaining ones for each bay. In this
context, the root node will always have a connectivity degree greater
than three.

Lines 7 to 20 implement the BFS algorithm to obtain the links be-
longing to the BFS tree, linksBFSTree. With this information, on line 21,
we obtain the links that do not belong to the BFS tree, linksToBlockArp,
subtracting them from all links of spiderweb stored in linksBFSTree.

Finally, lines 22 to 29 are in charge of applying flows to the switches
through some SDN southbound (OpenFlow, OVSDB). In short, when
an ARP frame of type REQUEST arrives to any switch, the switch
sends the frame out all interfaces, not including the incoming interface
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Algorithm 5.2 ARP Manager in an SDN context (SpiderWeb Topology)

Input: Network Graph G(N, L) where N are switches and L links
Output: OpenFlow rules set to install in the switches

1: Initialize variables:
rootNode〈N〉, vertex〈N〉, neighbor〈N〉, queueNodes〈Queue o f N〉, f oundNodes〈List o f N〉,
visitedNodes〈List o f N〉, linksBFSTree〈List o f L〉, linksToBlockArp〈List o f L〉

2: for each switch ∈ G(N, L) do
3: if switch degree is greater than 3 then
4: rootTree← switch
5: end if
6: end for
7: queueNodes← enqueue rootNode
8: f oundNodes← rootNode
9: while queueNodes is not empty do

10: vertex ← front of queueNodes
11: for each (neighbor of vertex) ∈ G(N, L) do
12: if neighbor is not in f oundNodes AND neighbor is not in visitedNodes then
13: linksBFSTree← link(vertex, neighbor)
14: queueNodes← enqueue neighbor
15: f oundNodes← neighbor
16: end if
17: end for
18: visitedNodes← vertex
19: queueNodes← dequeue
20: end while
21: linksToBlockArp← (all links L ∈ G− linksBFSTree)
22: for each switch in G do
23: Add flow priority=5, dl_type=arp_request, actions= f lood
24: for each switchPort in switch do
25: if switchPort belong to linksToBlockArp then
26: Add flow priority=10, dl_type=arp, in_port=switchPort, actions=drop
27: end if
28: end for
29: end for

(FLOOD action). In contrast, when an ARP frame of any type arrives
to a switch interface belonging to the source or destination link of
linksToBlockArp, that frame will be dropped independently of the ARP

type (REQUEST, REPLY, etc). Figure 5.2 shows, step by step, the
operation scheme of the presented algorithm.

In addition, the algorithm behavior was evaluated in two failure
conditions: 1) turning off one link belonging to the BFS tree and 2)
disabling the central switch of the topology. In both scenarios the
network topology connectivity was guaranteed, and the flows were
installed properly according to the conditions defined in the algorithm.
The results for these failure conditions are shown in the Figure 5.3.

5.4 sv multicast traffic management

SV communication service is a protocol used to transmit analog values
(current and voltage) from the MUs to any IEDs in the power sub-
station. This service uses a publisher/subscriber mechanism where
the publisher (MU) sends information to one, or more subscribers
simultaneously (IEDs), taking advantage of the multicast functionality
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Figure 5.2: Operation scheme to manage ARP traffic

Figure 5.3: Algorithm behavior with failure conditions

provided by Ethernet. A publisher (MU) always is sending SV mes-
sages, which are available to any device that requires them (IEDs) by
subscribing the corresponding publisher. Also, in the SV communi-
cation service there is not retransmission protocol, a lost sample is
overwritten by the next successful one.

In traditional networks, a switch handles the multicast traffic in
the same way that it deals with broadcast traffic. That means, the
multicast frames flood all switch interfaces, except for the interface
where the frame arrived. But this behavior is unacceptable in a critical
network. To mitigate the issue described, network administrators
implement solutions based on VLAN or IGMP technologies to handle
any multicast traffic efficiently. However, the right set-up of multicast
traffic is hard since the administrator has to configure the network
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devices one by one and a misconfiguration can cause erratic operations.
In this context, there is a new opportunity to illustrate the benefits of
operating under SDN environment developing customized solutions.
Here, we get the most out of graph theory to develop an SV multicast
traffic management module. This module takes advantage of the fact
that the SDN controller has an entire view from the communication
network and the knowledge of the publishers and subscribers along
with their relationships (which IEDs are subscribed to a specific MU).

In particular, we present an SDN solution to calculate SV graph
trees for the adequate propagation of the SV multicast traffic. In this
way, it is guaranteed that this traffic does not flood the network and
we can have as many SV trees as SV publisher/subscriber groups
since each Publisher will have its own propagation tree (svTree). A
svTree tree will include: a root node that corresponds to an SV traffic
generator device or Publisher (MU); sheets that correspond to IEDs

devices or Subscribers; intermediate nodes that correspond to switches
and branches that are only the links through which this traffic will be
transmitted.

This module uses the Breadth First Search (BFS) Algorithm [Zus48] to
explore the svTree calculated, taking the publisher node as root. Then
for each intermediate node discovered in the tree (switches), flows
rules are applied to guarantee the adequate forwarding of SV traffic.
The proposed structure for this application is showed in Algorithm 5.3.
This algorithm only illustrates the building of a single SV multicast
group, it means one publisher and their corresponding subscribers.
Also, the sequence diagram associated with the SV multicast traffic
management can be consulted in paragraph 3.3.5.3.

Initially, the module takes as input the network graph G(N, L) built
for the execution of the Algorithm 5.2 along with information related
to the SV multicast group (publisher, subscribers and SV multicast
address).

Then, on lines 2 to 6, we build a tree graph called svTree sequen-
tially. First, for each subscriber of the SV multicast group, we find the
shortest path between the publisher and the respective subscriber. This
path will be used to get a single tree branch. Later, each branch is
added to the svTree structure. Here, it is important to mention that
each svPublisher has associated a single svTree. This feature becomes
important in the future in the presence of link failures in the topology
because, when the failed link is identified, we can easily determine
using graphs theory which SV trees were affected and re-calculate
only these specific trees. Thus, the system response is optimized. In
traditional networks, with the aforementioned behavior, this type of
characteristic is unfeasible.

Lines 7 to 28 implement once again the BFS algorithm. But, in this
case, we use the algorithm to explore the svTree calculated and not
to build a specific tree (see lines 7 to 20 in Algorithm 5.2). In the tree
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Algorithm 5.3 SV Manager in an SDN context (SpiderWeb Topology)
Input: Network Graph G(N, L) where N are switches, MUs or IEDs, and L links

svPublisher and his corresponding svSubscribers list
sv_multicast_address

Output: Tree Graph svTree(N, L) where N are switches, MUs or IEDs, and L links
OpenFlow rules set to install in the switches

1: Initialize variables:
svPublisher〈N〉, svSubscribers〈List o f N〉, subscriber〈N〉, path〈List o f L〉, branch〈G(N, L)〉,
svTree〈G(N, L)〉, rootNode〈N〉, vertex〈N〉, neighbor〈N〉, queueNodes〈Queue o f N〉,
f oundNodes〈List o f N〉, visitedNodes〈List o f N〉, link〈L〉, switchPorts〈List o f ports〉

2: for each subscriber in svSubscribers do
3: path← f indPath(svPublisher, subscriber)
4: branch← buildBranch(path)
5: svTree← addBranch(branch)
6: end for
7: rootNode← f indRootTree(svTree)
8: queueNodes← enqueue rootNode
9: f oundNodes← rootNode

10: while queueNodes is not empty do
11: vertex ← front of queueNodes
12: for each (neighbor of vertex) ∈ svTree do
13: if neighbor is not in f oundNodes AND neighbor is not in visitedNodes then
14: if vertex ∈ switches then
15: link← getLink(vertex, neighbor)
16: switchPorts← addSwitchPort(vertex, link)
17: end if
18: queueNodes← enqueue neighbor
19: f oundNodes← neighbor
20: end if
21: end for
22: visitedNodes← vertex
23: queueNodes← dequeue
24: if vertex ∈ switches then
25: Add flow dl_src=svPublisher dl_dst=sv_mcast_address, actions=output:switchPorts
26: switchPorts← clear
27: end if
28: end while

discovering process, we identify the intermediate nodes (switches)
on line 14 and we take note of the switch ports related to the svTree
branches (lines 15 and 16). This information is important because it
will be used on line 25 to apply flows to the switches through some
SDN southbound (OpenFlow, OVSDB). On this occasion, we uniquely
identify the SV flows using only the Ethernet Media Access Control
(MAC) addresses, although it is possible to add another field such as
EtherType or the SV message identifier svID, we prefer to make the
match as simple as possible. Also, note that the flow action output
allows sending the same SV message through different ports at the
same time.

Figure 5.4 shows, step by step, the operation scheme of the presented
algorithm.

Last, although the Algorithm 5.3 only shows the procedure to build
a single svTree, the SV multicast traffic management module reuses this
algorithm as many svTree as required. All SV tree graphs calculated are
stored to guarantee a fast recovery process as we mentioned before.
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Figure 5.4: Operation scheme to build the svTree and handle the SV traffic

5.5 goose multicast traffic management

GOOSE communication service is a protocol used with the purpose of
distributing event data (commands, alarms, indications, trip messages),
between all IEDs across the entire power substation communication
network. Particularly, the fast and reliable transmission of GOOSE

trip messages is an important feature within the power substation
because these messages carry out critical information (for example, the
instruction to trigger a breaker and protect the power substation in case
of a transient in a high voltage power line). In this context, to guarantee
a fast event-driven transmission, GOOSE messages are exchanged at
layer 2 (link layer), optimizing the processing times in the sender
(encoding) and the receiver (decoding). Like SV service, in GOOSE the
information exchange is based on a publisher/subscriber mechanism
using the multicast functionality provided by Ethernet. However, since
GOOSE messages are multicast, they are not acknowledged by the
destination. To overcome this multicast feature, a GOOSE trip message
is retransmitted several times in a row to rectify possible frame losses.

As we mentioned before, GOOSE is a critical communication service
with high requirements of reliability. To get this feature, traditional
networks in power substation use PRP or HSR, two recovery protocols
defined by the IEC 62439-3 standard that provide zero recovery time
with no packet loss.
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The basic concept behind PRP is that a device is connected to two in-
dependent networks. Any message this device publishes is mirrored to
both networks. Subscribing devices, also connected to both networks,
will accept the first version of the message received, and discard the
second version. If one network link fails, the mirrored message will
still go through on the second network. The two networks don’t need
to be identical, but they must not be connected to each other (see
Figure 5.5) [HP15].

Figure 5.5: PRP concept

The basic concept behind HSR is that all devices are connected in a
ring topology, without switches. Any message from the publishing
device is duplicated, and sent both directions around the ring. A
subscribing device accepts the first version of the message received,
and discards the second version. If a network link fails, the version
of the message traveling the other direction around the ring will be
received and used (see Figure 5.6) [HP15].

Although PRP and HSR provide a high-availability network, they also
have weaknesses. PRP requires two completely isolated networks for
its operation. It means, a double capital investment, with the addition
of the cost of the new devices (DANP and Redbox). This, without
mentioning the technical aspects related to the configuration. For ex-
ample, PRP operates over standard Ethernet switches, therefore also it
is necessary to define how to handle the multicast traffic within of each
network: VLAN or Internet Group Management Protocol (IGMP). On
the other hand, HSR requires specialized LAN nodes for its operation
and HSR Ethernet frames are not compatible with standard Ethernet
frames. So, there is no compatibility with other Ethernet networks.
In addition, the number of nodes connected to an HSR ring is lim-
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Figure 5.6: HSR concept

ited by the node port that has the least bandwidth. This represents a
scalability issue.

In this context, there is a challenge about how to handle GOOSE

traffic under an SDN environment with high requirements of reliability
(zero recovery time with no packet loss). However, we already ad-
vanced in overcoming this matter. In Chapter 4, we define a reliable
network topology (the spiderweb), considering criteria such as SDN

environment and edge-disjoint paths. Here, we will explain the oper-
ating principles of the GOOSE multicast traffic management module
under SDN perspective. This module emulates the functionalities of
zero recovery time protocols in a single network topology, without
the need to use additional devices (Redbox or HSR interface) and with
Ethernet networks compatibility. In short, this module is in charge of
guaranteeing path redundancy and packet redundancy.

• Path redundancy. This functionality allows the discovering of
redundant paths between two nodes. In addition, when a path
is defined to forward the GOOSE traffic, this implies that there
is no indication of flooding process related to multicast traffic.
The spiderweb network topology provides three edge-disjoint
paths between two end-nodes located in different bays: one
path passing through the central switch (path 3) and two paths
traversing the ring in opposite directions (paths 1 and 2), see
Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.7: Edge-disjoint paths on spiderweb network topology

• Packet redundancy. This feature allows sending duplicate infor-
mation through two edge-disjoint shortest paths.

In particular, we present an SDN solution to calculate GOOSE directed
graphs for the adequate propagation of the GOOSE multicast traffic.
Our approach computes two edge-disjoint shortest paths in the spi-
derweb topology and sends duplicate information through them for
each publisher-subscriber pair. This is possible since the SDN controller
has an entire view from the communication network and it also has
information about the publishers and subscribers relationships (which
IEDs are subscribed to a specific IED publisher).

This module uses a modified version of Breadth First Search (BFS)
algorithm to explore the directedGraph calculated, taking the publisher
node as the first node to start the procedure. Then for each intermedi-
ate node discovered in the directed graph (switches), flows rules are
applied to guarantee the adequate forwarding of GOOSE traffic. The
structure proposed for this application is shown in Algorithm 5.4. This
algorithm only illustrates the building of a single GOOSE multicast
group, it means one publisher and their corresponding subscribers.
Also, the sequence diagram associated with the GOOSE multicast traffic
management can be consulted in paragraph 3.3.5.3.

At the beginning, like SV multicast traffic management module,
the GOOSE module takes the network graph G(N, L) built for the
execution of the Algorithm 5.2 along with information related to the
GOOSE multicast group (publisher, subscribers and GOOSE multicast
address).

Then, on lines 2 to 16, we build a directed graph called directedGraph
merging tree directed graphs according to several criteria. 1) If the
publisher and the subscriber are connected to the same node (switch),
the tree corresponds with the simple path between the publisher and
the subscriber. 2) If the publisher and the subscriber are located on
different bays we merge two tree graphs to the directedGraph, one tree
passing through the central switch and another tree traversing the
shortest path through the ring. In a similar way, just as the SV multi-
cast traffic management, each goosePublisher has associated a directed
graph. This feature contributes to optimize the system response since,
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Algorithm 5.4 GOOSE Manager in an SDN context (SpiderWeb Topol-
ogy)
Input: Network Graph G(N, L) where N are switches, MUs or IEDs, and L links

goosePublisher and his corresponding gooseSubscribers list
goose_mcast_address

Output: Directed Graph directedGraph(N, L) where N are switches, MUs or IEDs, and L links
OpenFlow rules set to install in the switches

1: Initialize variables:
publisher〈N〉, gooseSubscribers〈List o f N〉, subscriber〈N〉, path〈List o f L〉, centerPath〈List o f L〉,
ringPath〈List o f L〉, branch〈G(N, L)〉, centerBranch〈G(N, L)〉, ringBranch〈G(N, L)〉,
directedGraph〈G(N, L)〉, predecessorNode〈N〉, successorNode〈N〉, queueNodes〈Queue o f N〉,
f oundNodes〈List o f N〉, visitedNodes〈List o f N〉, link〈L〉, switchPorts〈List o f ports〉

2: publisher ← goosePublisher
3: for each subscriber in gooseSubscribers do
4: if (publisher AND subscriber) are connected to the same switch then
5: path← f indPath(publisher, subscriber)
6: branch← buildBranch(path)
7: directedGraph← mergeBranch(branch)
8: else
9: centerPath← f indPathThroughCentralNode(publisher, subscriber)

10: centerBranch← buildBranch(centerPath)
11: directedGraph← mergeBranch(centerBranch)
12: ringPath← f indShortestPathThroughRing(publisher, subscriber)
13: ringBranch← buildBranch(ringPath)
14: directedGraph← mergeBranch(ringBranch)
15: end if
16: end for
17: queueNodes← enqueue publisher
18: f oundNodes← publisher
19: while queueNodes is not empty do
20: predecessorNode← front of queueNodes
21: for each (successorNode of predecessorNode) ∈ directedGraph do
22: if predecessorNode ∈ switches then
23: link← getDirectedLink(predecessorNode, successorNode)
24: switchPorts← addSwitchPort(predecessorNode, link)
25: end if
26: if successorNode is not in ( f oundNodes AND visitedNodes) then
27: queueNodes← enqueue successorNode
28: f oundNodes← successorNode
29: end if
30: end for
31: visitedNodes← predecessorNode
32: queueNodes← dequeue
33: if predecessorNode ∈ switches then
34: Add flow dl_src=publisher dl_dst=goose_mcast_address, actions=output:switchPorts
35: switchPorts← clear
36: end if
37: end while

in case of link failures, the broken link could be identified and, using
graph theory, we can easily determine which GOOSE directed graphs
were affected and re-calculate only these specific structures. Figure 5.8
shows snapshots in the building of the GOOSE directedGraph.

Lines 17 to 37 implement a modified version on the BFS algorithm to
traverse the directedGraph related with a GOOSE group (publisher and
their corresponding subscribers). In this directed graph, successorNode
is a reachable node from predecessorNode while predecessorNode is the
node that discovers a successorNode. Like in Algorithm 5.3, we identify
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Figure 5.8: Snapshots in the building of the GOOSE directedGraph

the intermediate nodes (switches) on line 22 and store in switchPorts
the ports used to reach the successor nodes (lines 23 and 24). This
information will be used on line 34 to set rule flows to the switches
through some SDN southbound interface (OpenFlow, OVSDB). Once
again, we uniquely identify the GOOSE flows using only the Ethernet
MAC addresses, though it is possible to add another field such as
EtherType or the application identifier appID. Also, note that the
flow action output allows sending the same GOOSE message through
different ports at the same time.

Finally, it is important to mention that we are sending duplicate
information through different paths with the purpose of guaranteeing
zero recovery time. This means that the GOOSE subscribers are receiv-
ing GOOSE messages duplicates all the time. Ideally, the switch that
connects the GOOSE subscriber should eliminate the duplicate GOOSE

messages. However, the SDN environment does not allow interacting
with the kernel-switch to set a discard function. Therefore, it will be a
task of the GOOSE subscriber to detect and delete the duplicated mes-
sages. So, to reach this functionality, we modify the code associated
with the GOOSE subscriber from the libIEC61850 library [Zil16].

5.6 conclusion

This chapter shows how SDN applications can solve complex issues, in
loop-based topologies, such as broadcast traffic control, path redun-
dancy, packet redundancy, and multicast traffic management; which
would be technically unfeasible using common network protocols. In
particular, we develop applications to define the traffic behavior in the
network topology proposed in Chapter 4, according to the operational
requirements of the power substation communications network. The
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achieved results, when the algorithms were applied over our testbed,
were consequent with the expected operation scheme of the commu-
nication network. This demonstrates that in an SDN context there is
not only one way to solve the problems. Now, any network engineer
is able to develop new solutions (named protocols or applications),
according to the specific needs of his/her organization. In addition,
we verify the behaviour of the Algorithms 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 related with
the tasks of network topology discovery, ARP broadcast traffic control
and SV multicast traffic management, getting identical results over a
Dual rendundant tree network topology (see Figure 4.1).
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6
S E C U R I T Y T O P I C S

Security is always excessive until it’s not enough.
— Robbie Sinclair

Network security is in charge of preventing information theft as
well as to guarantee private communications and service availability.
Therefore, it has become an inherent network feature as important
as the connectivity itself. In this chapter we consider the problem of
detecting intrusions associated with the reconnaissance phase of an
attack, along with mitigation techniques, in a communication network
running under the SDN environment. Also, this chapter presents a
new approach for the recognition of anomalous traffic conditions in
communications networks of power substations, through the use of
hierarchical clustering algorithms and statistical type descriptors (av-
erages). This contribution was submitted to [Lea18] and published
in [LBJ18a] as a collaboration of Alexánder Leal and Prof. Dr. Juan
Felipe Botero from the Telecommunications Engineering Department
of the University of Antioquia with Eduardo Jacob from the Telecom-
munications Engineering Department of the University of the Basque
Country.

6.1 improving early attack detection in networks with

sflow and sdn

Network monitoring is a paramount aspect for the detection of ab-
normal and malicious activity. However, this feature must go hand
by hand with mitigation techniques. We take advantage of this to
improve the network security using the sFlow monitoring tool along
with an SDN controller. sFlow will be in charge of detecting network
anomalies defined by user rules, while the SDN technology is respon-
sible to mitigate the intrusion. This technology provides a network
architecture in which the network control plane is decoupled from the
data plane. This fact enables the network control to become directly
programmable and the underlying infrastructure to be abstracted for
applications and network services [Ope18]. On SDN environments,
control techniques may be easily developed as a result of its network
programmability.

The SDN environment provides several alternatives to implement
network anomalies detection: 1) Put the entire responsibility on the
SDN controller, providing it with mechanisms for traffic pattern anal-
ysis. To achieve this purpose, it will be necessary for each switch to
install flow rules to redirect all ingress traffic from edge devices to the
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controller. However, this behavior overloads the centralized control
plane, forcing the SDN controller to deteriorate its performance over
other tasks [Gio+14], and overloading the link to the controller; 2)
Incorporate a Network Intrusion Detection System (NIDS). This op-
tion implies the implementation of port mirroring mechanisms in
the switches to forward the traffic from edge devices to the NIDS,
even incorporating an overlay network. Even so, mirroring the whole
network traffic to another device may result in significant resource
consumption, especially in high traffic environments [GAM14]; 3) Use
of OpenFlow flow statistics counters. In this scenario OpenFlow is
responsible of communicating control messages to the switches and
monitoring traffic as well. This scheme does not come without major
consequences. The number of flow-entries in the flow table of the edge
switch may grow extensively (counted in tenths of thousands of flows
per time-window), thus affecting the switching performance [Gio+14].

In this context, although alternatives mentioned above offer good
results, they register scalability issues when traffic increases. In order
to provide an alternative solution to the detection and mitigation of
network intrusions, we take advantage of packet sampling capability
of sFlow [PL04] along with the SDN technology. In our approach, sFlow
will be in charge of detecting network anomalies defined by user rules,
while the SDN controller will be responsible of mitigating the intrusion.

6.1.1 Related Work

In this section, we examine several approaches that propose solutions
around network security field with sFlow under an SDN approach.

In [Gio+14], authors implement a system that can detect Distributed
Denial of Service (DDoS), Worm propagation and Portscan attacks us-
ing an Entropy-based algorithm. Moreover, they present experimental
results that demonstrate the effectiveness of the sFlow mechanism
compared with the use of OpenFlow flow statistics counters, in terms
of overhead imposed on the usage of system resources. The evaluation
of this proposal is carried out in a NOX Controller [Gud+08] and,
according to the traffic condition analyzed, they use a hardware-based
switch NEC-IP8800/S3640 or a software-based OpenvSwitch [Nic09]
hosted on Dual-Core 3 GHz with 8GB RAM server.

Mitigation of SYN Flooding Attack under a DDoS scenario is pro-
posed in [Nug+14]. The methodology used to detect the attack relies
on monitoring a threshold value of the sum cumulative of tcp-syn

packets reported by each sFlow switch agent. The evaluation of this
technique was implemented on Mininet [Tea12] using four Open-
vSwitchs [Nic09] and controlled by a Floodlight controller [Big12].

An information security defense mechanism (ISDM) was deployed
to perform anomaly detection, mitigation and reduce the loss caused
by the DDoS attack [HCP16]. ISDM uses attack signatures to provide
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security on Internet of Things environments (smart living appliances).
The experimental platform employs OpenvSwitches hosted on a Rasp-
berry Pi 2 using a Ryu Controller [Ryu].

In [ZKM14], OrchSec, an architecture oriented to detect and mitigate
ARP Spoofing / Cache Poising, DoS / DDoS was developed. OrchSec
functionalities were validated utilizing Mininet [Tea12] and Floodlight
[Big12] / POX [Pox] controllers.

In [GAM14], authors propose a modular and scalable architecture
to enhance the Remote Triggered Black-Hole functionality, a routing
approach towards DDoS attack mitigation. To test their solution, they
implement a POX Controller [Pox], a software-switch (OpenvSwitch)
[Nic09] and a software-router (Vyatta Core), each of them hosted on
individual Dual-Core 3 GHz with 8 GB RAM server.

An SDN controller can be a victim of a DDoS attack too. In [Dha+15],
authors study how to improve the controller security in this scenario.
The method not only considers the malicious packet to detect a DDoS

attack, but it also takes into account the time properties of DDoS attack
such as duration and time to detection, in order to prevent the future
attack. To demonstrate the operation of their method, they use the
Opendaylight controller [Odl] and Mininet [Tea12].

FlowTrApp [BM16] provides an architecture for DDoS attack detec-
tion and mitigation in Data Centers. The proposed mechanism first
matches an incoming flow with a legitimate sample of traffic and then
installs mitigation actions (e.g. a flow is found not lying in the bounds
of legitimate traffic pattern i.e., flow rate and flow duration). Flow-
TrApp was tested using Mininet emulator [Tea12] and the Floodlight
controller [Big12].

Unlike the approaches mentioned in this section, which are mostly
oriented to detect and mitigate DDoS attacks, our proposed work aims
to detect and control an attack in its reconnaissance phase.

6.1.2 sFlow

sFlow is the short
way for expressing
"sampled flow" ...
where sampling in
networking implies
to achieve scalability.

sFlow is a sampling technology for monitoring and collecting data
from a wide range of equipment: physical and virtual network devices
(switches and routers), physical and virtual hosts (FreeBSD, Linux,
Windows; Containers; Hyper-V, KVM, and Xen hypervisors) and soft-
ware applications (Apache/PHP, JAVA) [PL04]. A couple of major
aspects of sFlow take advantage of the statistical properties of packet
sampling to produce statistically quantifiable measurements, and hav-
ing its own RFC 3176 specification [PMP01]. Also, sFlow provides
REST and JavaScript API making easy to configure customized mea-
surements, retrieve metrics, set thresholds, and receive notifications.
These features transform sFlow in an open-source network tool with
a huge capacity to interact with other components: SDN controllers,
Orchestrators or DevOps (see Figure 6.1).
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Figure 6.1: sFlow-RT Environment

6.1.2.1 sFlow components & Operation Scheme

A sFlow based monitoring system has three elements (see Figure 6.2):

Figure 6.2: sFlow Components

• sFlow Collector: A software application, running on a workstation
or server, that collects and analyses traffic data sent to it by
the sFlow agents in the network. Through sFlow collector, the
information collected can be analyzed and presented to network
administrators in a variety of ways, such as traffic rates charts,
dashboards, and thresholds events [All13].

• sFlow Agent: On the network devices context, an agent corre-
sponds to a switch or router that gathers information about
traffic on its interfaces and sends it to the sFlow collector. sFlow
Agents operate by regularly polling interface statistics registers
(counters) such as: [In/Out]UcastPkts, [In/Out]MulticastPkts,
[In/Out]BroadcastPkts, [In/Out]Errors; and packet sampling in-
formation if the packet sampling is also configured on the agent.
Currently, a wide network equipment support sFlow Agents:
Alcatel, Cisco, Dell, HP, Huawei, Juniper, OpenvSwitch, Pica8,
among others [PL04; All13].

• sFlow datagrams: datagrams sent by the sFlow agent to the host
where the sFlow Collector through UDP port 6343 is running.
They include statistics and packet sampling information [PL04].
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6.1.2.2 sFlow Applications

SFlow applications can be developed externally using the sFlow-RT
Representational State Transfer (REST) API or embedded using sFlow-
RT’s internal JavaScript API. Our proposal is focused on the last option.
Detailed information about how to write a sFlow-RT application can
be found on [Sfl].

Typically, applications implement a number of the following steps.
Nevertheless, there are other functions to improve the applications.

• Define flows: Flows have to be specified in order to detect and
mark accordingly the traffic of interest. A flow is defined using
a name, keys (usually Ethernet, IP, TCP or UDP headers), value
(bytes, frames) and optionally filter attributes. When the flow
definition is done, it is possible to identify a set of packets that
share common attributes within a period of time.

• Handle flow records: It allows the user to register a flow handler
to be notified of each new matched flow, according to the flows
definition. Flows will only be logged if log:true is specified in the
flow specification. In this work, we use that option to generate
alarm messages in the system.

• Define Threshold: Thresholds are applied to the flows defined
above and they can be used to generate a notification when the
rate value associated with a flow exceeds the threshold. We use
this option to identify ARP network discovery, tcp-syn service
discovery and Deny of Service intrusions.

• Handle threshold events: Register an event handler function to be
notified of each new event.

We list below a code snippet to identify a DoS attack using sFlow-
RT’s internal JavaScript API (see Listing. 6.1).
// Flow Definition
setFlow(’dos_attack’,{keys:’ipdestination,stack’,value:’frames’,filter:’link:outputifindex=null’});
// Threshold setting
setThreshold(’dos_threshold’,{’metric’:’dos_attack’,value:10000,’byFlow’:true,’timeout’:1});
// Event Handler
setEventHandler(function(evt) {
switch(evt.thresholdID) {
case ’dos_threshold’:
let ddosKeys = {};
ddosKeys[evt.flowKey] = evt.value;
logWarning("DDoS Alert: ", JSON.stringify(ddosKeys));
break; } },[’dos_threshold’]);

Listing 6.1: Code snippet to identify a DoS attack using sFlow

The setFlow() function creates a flow called dos_attack that captures
the destination IP addresses and calculates the frames/second rate for
each flow, specifically in the switches interfaces where there are hosts
attached (filter:’link:outputifindex=null’). In this definition, a special
flow key stack was used. This key captures the layers decoded from
the packet (For example, eth.ip.udp, eth.arp among others).
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The setThreshold() function defines a threshold to trigger an event
when the flows related to the flow definition dos_attack exceed 10,000

frames/second. The byFlow flag indicates that a threshold event should
be generated for each individual flow crossing the threshold.

The setEventHandler() function is triggered when a threshold is
reached. In this function, we validate first that the generate event evt
corresponds with our threshold of interest dos_threshold, and if so, we
extract the destination IP address and the stack information from the
key fields related to the flow definition dos_attack.

6.1.3 Architecture proposal

This work is oriented to detect and control the reconnaissance process
-the initial step of any intrusion operation. For this purpose, we imple-
mented an architecture composed of two domains called Monitoring
and Countermeasure (see Figure 6.3).

Figure 6.3: Architecture proposal

• Monitoring domain, in charge of detecting the initial steps of an
attack. This domain contains three elements: 1) the sFlow agent
who resides inside the network device with sFlow support, 2)
the sFlow Collector located in the server and 3) a supervision
element to visualize the behavior of the network and the alert
messages (supervision PC).

• Countermeasure domain, responsible of mitigating the intrusion.
This area is governed by an SDN environment with its respec-
tive control plane (controller) and data plane (switches). These
planes interact using a southbound protocol (e.g., Open Flow
[McK+08]).
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6.1.3.1 Operation

When the sFlow agent is enabled in the OpenvSwitch, sample packets’
header is encapsulated along with metadata to be sent to the sFlow
Collector (Step I in Figure 6.3). The metadata includes sampling ra-
tio, a timestamp at the time of capture, switch ID, and forwarding
information such as the input and output port numbers. Here, it is
important to mention that the rate of samples sFlow produces is not
constant; this depends on the rate of packet arrivals.

Then, the real-time analytics engine of the sFlow Collector processes
the gathered information. If any sampled packet’s header matches
with some flow definition in the monitoring script, this sample is
processed to determine if an event should be triggered. In that case,
a REST request is sent to the other component of our architecture, the
SDN controller, responsible for the mitigation of anomalous operations
(Step II in Figure 6.3). That request contains the information needed
to neutralize the attack (switch ID, port, and MAC address). So, at this
point, the controller is able of making adjustments to the network
employing a southbound protocol. It means, to add a DROP flow
action in the forwarding device table to block the intruder (Step III in
Figure 6.3). This flow-entry has higher priority than any other flow in
the flow table and its life-time is 30 seconds.

6.1.4 Performance evaluation

6.1.4.1 Environment

The machine used for this testbed runs Ubuntu 16.04 LTS, with an Intel
Core i7 @3.40GHz x 8 CPU, and 16GiB of RAM. To generate network
topologies we use Mininet [Tea12], a network emulator used in the
SDN research field which includes OpenvSwitch [Nic09] (a virtual
switch that supports OpenFlow and the sFlow agent). The control
plane of the testbed is governed by the Opendaylight Controller [Odl]
and the collecting process is done by the sFlow-RT collector [Sfl].

The testbed topology consists of a tree topology where each virtual
switch is connected to the Opendaylight Controller and the sFlow-RT
collector, which are hosted on the same server. At the beginning, the
testbed implements a scenario with a tree topology of depth 2 and
fanout 2 (Figure 6.4a). Later, to verify if the approach is scalable, we
modify the parameters of the topology in this manner: depth 3 and
fanout 4 (Figure 6.4b).

Figure 6.4: Testbed topologies
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6.1.4.2 Setup

• Mininet: For generating network topologies we run the com-
mand sudo mn –custom sflowtestbed.py –topo tree,depth=3,fanout=4
–link tc,bw=100 –controller remote,ip=127.0.0.1:6633. The script file
sflowtestbed.py includes several functions to execute over mininet
topology, such as:

– To enable sFlow agent on each OpenvSwitch that belongs
to the topology and set the sampling and polling parame-
ters. In this testbed the sampling rate was defined: 1:100. A
sampling rate of 1:100 means that among every 100 pack-
ets captured by sFlow agent, only the header information
related to one will be sent to the collector.

– To post a JSON representation of the Mininet topology to
sFlow collector using REST API.

– To generate pseudo-randomly ICMP , TCP and UDP back-
ground traffic. ICMP traffic is generated at random intervals
between all hosts for the first scenario (Figure 6.4a), and
between 8 hosts groups in the other case (Figure 6.4b). TCP

and UDP flows are established among all hosts, in pairs,
using Iperf [Ipe]. We take advantage of the Iperf command
to set randomly the port [1024-65535], the duration [50-100

secs] and the bandwidth [1-10 Mbps] parameters within the
aforementioned ranges. We define whether the flow will be
TCP or UDP by the port value (odd or even).

– To control the execution of the intrusion process.

Finally, in all scenarios the link bandwidth was set to 100Mbps
(tc,bw=100), to guarantee a reasonable workload of the local
system resources when all hosts are transmitting background
traffic.

• OpenDaylight Controller: the controller is configured to discover
the topology and to set rules via OpenFlow with the purpose of
guaranteeing basic connectivity between all stations. It means,
managing broadcast (ARP) and unicast (IP, TCP, UDP) traffic. We
assign a low priority to the flows in charge of forwarding tasks,
thus the controller could use high priorities to install the flows to
mitigate the intrusion and guarantee the primacy of these rules
over the others.

• sFlow Collector: sFlow-RT manages several script files in order
to process and visualize information. In this testbed, we define
JavaScript functions to indicate to the sFlow-RT real-time ana-
lytics engine how to detect reconnaissance attacks discussed in
the following section. Moreover, we built a dashboard interface
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to visualize the metrics of interest, set thresholds, and receive
notifications. Also, a file with all IP addresses was created to
implement a control access list.

6.1.4.3 The reconnaissance phase in an attack

Intrusion in networks takes many forms including denial of service,
man-in-the-middle, viruses propagation, etc. Typically, in an intrusion
situation, the intruder attempts to gain access to a particular resource
(data or host). However, any kind of intrusion is preceded by a recon-
naissance process. Reconnaissance is the unauthorized discovery and
mapping of systems, services, or vulnerabilities [UP13].

In the initial stage of an intrusion, the intruder eavesdrops the
network for the auto-assigning of an IP address in the compromised
network segment. For this step, we build an access control list with
all IP addresses allowed in our system. If the IP source address of
any packet sampled does not match with that list, an event will
be triggered. This access control list can be built by the network
administrator or in automated way with the information collected from
the topology by the controller. Also, an eavesdropping process could
be detected polling periodically hosts to detect Network Interface Card
(NIC) in promiscuous mode [San01]. This task could be programmed
in the controller. But, since our testbed performs over a emulation
platform, this functionality was not implemented.

Next, to determine which hosts are available, the intruder will
start a network discovery process. In our work, we implement a
countermeasure for hosts discovery based on an ARP Request sweep.
To detect this process we define a rule to count the ARP Request frames
by second. If the frames’ number exceeds a predefined threshold an
event is generated.

Later, the intruder scans TCP and/or UDP ports in the discovered
hosts to determine what network services are available. At this point,
a tcp-syn scan technique is used for this purpose. For this type of
intrusion we define two rules. For TCP scan, we count the number of
tcp-syn segments sent in one second from the same IP address. If
the number of segments exceeds a predefined threshold, an event is
generated. For UDP scan, we detect any ICMP unreachable messages
in the network. This type of messages is produced when the intruder
tries to access UDP ports that do not have any service configured.

Subsequently, the intruder queries the ports to determine the appli-
cation type and version, even the type and version of the operating
system. Based on this information, the intruder can determine whether
a possible vulnerability exists that can be exploited. And with this, the
reconnaissance process ends.

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of our approach we replicate
each reconnaissance step as follows:
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• To emulate the moment when the attacker allocated an IP address
inside the network segment, we just set the IP address of a
random machine outside of the range defined in the access
control list.

• Network discovery process could be done through the NMAP
tool [Lyo97b] with the modifiers "-sP -PR [target IP address]".
This instruction causes an ARP Request Scan on the network
segment defined by the user.

• TCP and UDP service discovery processes are achieved using the
NMAP tool too. For the TCP case, we use the modifier "-sS [IP
address target]". This command triggers a port-scan process using
tcp-syn segments. For the UDP case we use the modifier "-p
[ports] -sU [IP address target]".

• In order to emulate a DoS attack to conclude the intrusion pro-
cess, we used the tool NPING (a NMAP complement) with the
following sintaxis "nping –udp –source-port 53 –data-length 1400
–rate 2000 –count 200000 –no-capture –quiet [IP address target]".

6.1.5 Validation

To visualize and analyze the behavior of our system, a dashboard
was designed on sFlow-RT (http://IP_sflow_collector:8008). There, see
Figure 6.5, we present three charts in order to identify the reconnais-
sance process suggested in Section 5.3: hosts discovery with ARP scan,
service discovery with tcp-syn scan and a DoS attack; on a scenario
with a tree topology of depth 2 and fanout 2 (Figure 6.4a).

Figure 6.5: Reconnaissance Stage

ARP activity chart, tcp-syn activity chart, and DoS monitoring chart
represent the number of ARP Request frames, tcp-syn segments, and
IP packets gathered for all sFlow agents on every second. Moreover,
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threshold values for each chart can be changed by the network man-
ager through Settings tab.

On the left side of the Figure 6.5 (disabled control), we can observe
how the network discovery process (timeline 11:38:00 to 11:39:00), the
exploration of possible services (timeline 11:39:00 to 11:39:20) and a
denial of service attack (timeline 11:39:20 to 11:40:00) were performed.
The following list details the log console of the sFlow collector for this
part of the procedure (see Listing. 6.2).
11:38:00 INFO: Listening, sFlow port 6343
11:38:01 INFO: Listening, HTTP port 8008
11:38:01 INFO: Scripts s3n_stats.js and s3n_alarms.js started
11:38:37 WARNING: ARP_SCAN Alert {MAC:Frames} -> {"DA5C3216AE0B":103.26693339459928} , on device -> {"port"

:"1","dpid":"0000000000000003"}
11:39:05 WARNING: TCPSYN_SCAN Alert {srcIP,dstIP:Frames} -> {"10.0.0.1,10.0.0.4":100.4977565214356} , on

device -> {"port":"1","dpid":"0000000000000002"}
11:39:23 WARNING: DoS Alert {srcIP,dstIP,protocol:Frames} -> {"10.0.0.2,10.0.0.3,eth.ip.udp.dns"

:10001.445090767767} , on device -> {"port":"2","dpid":"0000000000000002"}
11:39:36 WARNING: Unreachable port operation between: 10.0.0.3->10.0.0.2 on udp_40125

Listing 6.2: Alert messages on sFlow console log

On the right part of the graph, the same reconnaissance process
is executed with the mitigation condition enabled. To improve the
evidence about the mitigation process achieved, traffic shapes in gray
(which are replicas of the traffic behavior on the left), were added.
Finally, the dialog box shown in the figure, it is a consequence of the
DoS attack performed since in the testbed there is no service running
on UDP port 53 (DNS service), hence ICMP unreachable messages are
generated as evidence of an anomalous network condition.

To evidence the scalability of sampling technology such as sFlow,
the same detection procedure described above was implemented on a
scenario with a tree topology of depth 3 and fanout 4 (Figure 6.4b).
The results are presented in the Figure 6.6 using a sampling rate of
1:100 (left side) and 1:10 (right side), in order to verify the behavior
of the intrusion process under these conditions. The reader can verify
that all parts of the reconnaissance process were detected effectively,
regardless of the network size or the sampling rate defined.

Figure 6.6: Sampling Comparison
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6.1.6 Discussion

The tests carried out show that sFlow is a scalable sampling technology
for measuring, collecting, and analyzing network traffic data. This fact
enables the technology for different purposes, in our case the capacity
to detect a reconnaissance process in order to improve the network
security. From the obtained outcomes, we can conclude that:

• The process of host discovering, through the use of the ARP Re-
quest scan technique, is a process that is carried out in a highly
efficient way. The required time for this procedure depends di-
rectly on the size of the network to be scanned, but generally,
hundreds of hosts can be scanned in few seconds. As it is a brief
type of intrusion, it does not generate any type of stress within
the network, hence its detection becomes less important. How-
ever, as we mentioned before, this procedure precedes attacks of
another magnitude.

• The exploration of available services is a procedure that will
depend on the number of hosts to be scanned and the number
of ports of interest. In the tests performed, the identification of
services was oriented to a single host in the network, where the
tcp-syn process was focused on only 2000 specific ports (NMAP
default operation mode). Hence, the action registered in the chart
was very short. However, if this task is executed simultaneously
for all discovered stations, the outcome can significantly disturb
the behavior of network traffic, even emulating the presence of a
DoS attack.

• Regarding the DoS attack, the mitigation technique acquires
greater prominence when compared with the aforementioned
discovery processes, which have a shorter action in the timeline.
However, it is important to mention that when a control is im-
plemented in a discovery processes, we do not only prevent the
network flooding with ARP or tcp-syn packets —on the con-
trary, we have identified the location of the intruder (switch and
associated port) and his network identifier (MAC or IP address)
and, therefore, all traffic originating from that device has been
blocked, which will cancel the advance of the other steps in the
intrusion process—.

• With respect to the values of sampling rate, 1:10 and 1:100, they
were defined around of the recommendations offered by sFlow
for the large flow detection (1:10 for links speed of 10Mbps, 1:100

for 100Mbps and 1:1000 for 1Gbps) [Pha]. The sampling rate
values affected the resolution of the traffic shape, but it did not
influence the detection process in the testbed.
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• Finally, for the two scenarios proposed: the first one integrated
by 3 switches, 4 hosts and 8 ports-witch, and the second one
composed of 21 switches, 64 hosts and 104 ports-switch; the
achieved results were identical.

6.1.7 Conclusion

In this section, we evaluated the applicability of using sampling tech-
nology, under SDN environment, to detect and mitigate reconnaissance
anomalous activity, which is the initial step of any kind of attack.
For this purpose, we proposed an architecture and built a testbed to
demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach even in large scenarios.
Results show that our prototype can effectively detect and control the
anomalous activities described in Section 6.1.4.3, and can be extended
to identify other ones. Also, we illustrated a system that can be easily
replicated in other scenarios with similar needs.

6.2 hierarchical clustering for anomalous traffic con-
ditions detection in power substations

Although the communication networks of modern electrical substa-
tions, based on the IEC61850 standard [Tc5], provide major benefits
than the communication networks of traditional substations, compa-
nies are being cautious with their implementation due to the vul-
nerabilities evidenced through various research articles [Ras+14]. For
example, in [Cho+12] and [Pre+10] Denial of Service (DoS) attacks
were implemented. Also in [Pre+10] network traffic was intercepted
(sniffing). The interception and modification of critical traffic (tamper-
ing) was reached in [HDB12] and [HLG14], while a spoofing attack
was achieved in [Kus+14].

In this context, the anomalies or intrusion detections within power
substation communications networks has become an important re-
search topic, as a consequence of the serious damage that a failure
may cause in this critical infrastructure. The majority of intrusion detec-
tion systems are focused on the detection of signatures (characteristic
pattern associated with a particular intrusion or attack). However, for
obvious reasons, this type of detection does not allow the detection
of new types of attacks [CMA05]. Hence, the study of unsupervised
classification techniques that can allow, through the wide recognition
of the normal traffic of the network, the identification of possible
abnormal states of operation is of special interest.

This section focuses on exploring the applicability of hierarchical
clustering algorithms in the identification of anomalous operation
scenarios, specifically, in power substations communication networks
based on the IEC 61850 standard.
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6.2.1 Hierarchical clustering algorithms

A clustering algorithm is a multivariate statistical procedure aiming to
group, or classify, the elements of a data space into a compact, separate
and homogeneous groups called clusters or classes. In particular, the
unsupervised clustering algorithms aim to discover the composition
of the classes or groupings to which the elements can belong with-
out having apriori information about the structure of the data. This
clustering must guarantee that the degree of natural association is
high among members of the same group and low among members of
different groups [Gal15]. The unsupervised clustering algorithms are
divided into two major categories: hierarchical and partitional. The
partitional algorithms divide the data space into a specified number
of groups, following an optimization criterion. While the hierarchical
algorithms generate a structured organization of nested groups, which
is represented by a classification tree known as a dendrogram (see
Figure 6.7). The dendrogram illustrates how the algorithm groups the
elements step by step and, observing the structure of their branches
and the distance among them, the diagram shows the degree of simi-
larity between the different clusters. In addition, depending on where
the cut level of the dendrogram is established, the number of classes
for the classification algorithm is defined [Gal15].

Figure 6.7: Dendogram for a space of 5 elements (a, b, c, d, e)

The techniques of hierarchical clustering are classified into two cate-
gories: based on agglomeration and based on division (see Figure 6.8).
Agglomerative algorithms, or bottom up approach, start the analysis
with as many groups as there are elements in the data space. From
these initial units, groups are formed ascending, until at the end of the
process all treated cases are within in a single set. With an opposite
approach, the division-based algorithms, also called top down, begin
with a set that encompasses all observations, and from this initial
cluster, through successive divisions, smaller and smaller groups are
formed. At the end of the process, there are as many groupings as
cases have been treated.

The operation scheme of the agglomerative hierarchical algorithms,
classification mechanism used in our approach, is simple (See algo-
rithm 6.1). However, for its execution, it is necessary to define apriori:
1) what are the measures of association that will allow measuring
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Figure 6.8: Process types in the hierarchical clustering

the proximity of individuals (distance/similarity) and 2) how it can
determine when two clusters or classes can be grouped [Gal15].

Algorithm 6.1 Agglomerative hierarchical algorithm

1: Calculate the distance matrix
2: Each element is defined as a class
3: repeat
4: Group the two closest classes
5: Update distance matrix
6: until Get a single cluster

There are different metrics to determine the proximity of the in-
dividuals to be classified, considering their qualities. For example,
if the characteristics of individuals are quantitative, a measure of
distance will be used as an indicator of proximity. On the contrary,
if the attributes of the individuals are qualitative, a similarity index
will be used as proximity metric. Among the most used distances are
Euclidean distance, Manhattan distance, Minkowski distance, Pearson
correlation, cosine vector, among others. The distance used in this
approach is the Euclidean distance (Equation 6.1), as a consequence of
the achieved results (Section 6.2.2.5).

D2(xi, xj) = (x1i − x1j)
2 + (x2i − x2j)

2 + ... + (xki − xkj)
2 (6.1)

Having defined the proximity measure (Euclidean distance), it is nec-
essary to define the criteria for identifying which are the closest classes
to its corresponding grouping. In the agglomerative hierarchical clus-
tering, different mechanisms are distinguished to achieve this objective.
These include Minimum or single-linkage clustering, Maximum or
complete-linkage clustering, Mean or average-linkage clustering and
Centroid linkage clustering. Figure 6.9 shows the clustering criteria
used in these techniques. For example, in single-linkage, the clusters
are joined considering the smallest of the distances between the closest
members of different groups; while, in complete-linkage, the clusters
come together considering the smallest of the distances between the
more distant members of different groups. In the technique of the
average-linkage, the clusters are united considering the lowest average
distance between all the pairs of elements of both sets [Gal15].
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Figure 6.9: Criteria for grouping in the hierarchical clustering

6.2.2 Methodology

To illustrate the effectiveness of the hierarchical algorithms as a mech-
anism for the classification of the operation scenarios in power substa-
tion communications, a test scenario was designed and implemented
in an isolated and controlled environment. The description of the
implemented testbed, the defined operating scenarios, the descriptors
used and the classification process carried out are discussed below.

6.2.2.1 Data capture

To capture the network traffic, a prototype of a test communications
network (testbed) was implemented in an isolated and controlled envi-
ronment (see Figure 6.10). This network topology was composed of a
generic interconnection device (Ethernet switch); two IEDs of reference
ABB REM630 and ABB REG620, operating in the modes described
in Figure 6.10; a PC for the registration and monitoring of the events
transmitted through the IEC 61850 standard and the capture of net-
work traffic through the WIRESHARK application [Com+07]; and a PC

(attacker) to execute intrusions such as: the network topology discov-
ering through the NMAP [Lyo97a], the execution of a DoS attack using
HPING3 [San05] and the fabrication of an spoofing attack for Goose
messages sent by the publisher through the use of the OSTINATO
application [Sri10]. The behavior of the high voltage line was emulated
by the ISA DRTS66 test equipment.

On the communication network described in Figure 6.10, six differ-
ent operating scenarios were defined: 1) Normal traffic, 2) IED discon-
nection, 3) Network discovery attack, 4) DoS attack, 5) IED spoofing
attack and 6) Failure on the high voltage line. The operating conditions
of the described scenarios were generated sequentially and captured
in the equipment called Registration and monitoring; to get a capture
of 20 minutes of traffic with 226.000 frames (PCAP file).

6.2.2.2 Identification of Descriptors

In this stage, a specific set of characteristics or attributes must be
defined, so that each element of the data space is represented by a
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Figure 6.10: Test communications network (testbed)

collection of descriptors. These descriptors will allow identifying the
features that affect the classification problem. This initial choice re-
flects the researcher’s opinion about the purpose of their classification
[Gal15].

In the field of detection of network traffic patterns through unsuper-
vised classification mechanisms, the studies use two types of attributes
as illustrated in Table 6.1. 1) Attributes based on the network flow,
it means, on the use of the value of a communication protocol field
(IP, UDP, TCP) or MAC address. 2) Statistical attributes, such as the
average of a particular type of packets, the distribution function that
the parameters of the packet follow, among others.

Our study identified that four descriptors are enough for an ade-
quate classification of the proposed operation scenarios, since we
get identical results using different classification algorithms (Sec-
tion 6.2.2.7). Table 6.2 shows the descriptors used, three of statistical
type (n_frames, n_goose, n_arp) and one based on the network flow
(goose_seqnum).

6.2.2.3 Data pre-processing

Once the descriptors that will characterize the elements of our data
space were identified, the traffic capture file (PCAP) was processed in
order to obtain this set of elements. For this purpose, we developed
a script in the LUA programming language [IDFF96] to be executed
into the TSHARK application [Com12]. In this way, it was possible to
get a set of 110 elements. Each element, with four descriptors, shows
the behavior of the network traffic in a time window of 10 seconds
(see Figure 6.11).

6.2.2.4 Exploratory Data Analysis

Figure 6.12 shows the behavior of the normalized descriptors along
the data space obtained, for each of the described operation scenarios.
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title algorithm descriptors

Learning rules and clusters for
anomaly detection in network traffic
[CMA05]

Outliers
detection

with k-NN

Probabilistic. P (W|U) where U =
SrcIp=128.1.2.3, DestIp=128.4.5.6
and W = DestPort=80

Traffic anomaly detection using k-
means clustering [MLC07]

K-means
protocol type, source IP address,
destination IP address, source
port, destination port

P2P traffic identification and opti-
mization using fuzzy c-means clus-
tering [LL11]

Fuzzy c-means

NumberofPacketsSentfoaFlow,
NumberofPacketsReceived-
foraFlow, DurationoftheFlow,
Protocol, SourcePort, Destina-
tionPort TotalNumberofPack-
ets,MeanPacketLength, MeanPay-
loadLlength, MeanPacketInter-
arrivalTime, AverageSentPacket-
Size, AverageReceivedPacketSize,
Variances, ByteRatio’s

CoCoSpot: Clustering and Recog-
nizing Botnet Command and Con-
trol Channels using Traffic Analysis
[DRP13]

Hierarchical
clustering

transport layer protocol l4p (TCP
or UDP), source IP address sip,
destination IP address dip, port
destination dp

PeerShark: flow-clustering and con-
versation generation for malicious
peer-to-peer traffic identification
[NHV14]

X-means
(K-means that

does not require
knowing apriori
the number of

classes)

Src. IP, Dest. IP, Src. port, Dest.
port, Proto (TCP or UDP), Pro-
tocol, Packets per second (f/w),
Packets per second (b/w), Avg.
Payload size (f/w), and Avg. Pay-
load size (b/w), with ‘f/w’ and
‘b/w’ signifying the forward and
the backward direction of the
flow, respectively

Table 6.1: Descriptors used in the recognition of traffic patterns through the
use of non-supervised algorithms

descriptor identified situation

n_frames, average of the total
number of frames captured in the
time window (10 seconds)

DoS attack. This attack, independent of the service to at-
tack, generates a huge amount of traffic on the network
in a very short period of time.

n_goose, average of GOOSE
packets captured in the time win-
dow (10 seconds)

IED Publisher disconnection or failure in the high voltage
line. When an IED is disconnected, the average of GOOSE
packets in the time window goes to zero. Similarly, when
there is a fault in the high voltage line, the average of
GOOSE messages increases as a consequence of the event.

n_arp, average of ARP packets
captured in the time window (10
seconds)

Execution of a network discovery by an intruder. Most
network discovery attacks use the ARP protocol operation
scheme as a strategy to discover the stations connected to
the network.

goose_seqnum, SeqNum field of
the GOOSE packet header

Spoofing attack of an IED Publisher. One of the evidences
of this attack is the anomalous change of the SeqNum
field values in the GOOSE header. These values are regis-
tered in sequence, therefore a value out of order implies
an intrusion. This descriptor will take the value of one if
there is an anomalous change in this field. Otherwise, its
value will be zero.

Table 6.2: Descriptors used in this study
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Figure 6.11: Preprocessing data scheme

Figure 6.12: Behavior of the normalized descriptors

6.2.2.5 Classification process

In this stage, the clustering algorithm is responsible of assigning to
each element of the data space, a category or class (set of elements
that share certain characteristics, which also allow differentiating them
from the rest). The classification process of this study was carried
out using of the hclust function of the software for statistical analysis
R [Tea04]. Although there is no single criterion to determine which
measure of association is the most appropriate to measure the prox-
imity of individuals (distances/similarity), and which is the most
convenient mechanism for grouping classes, it is recommended to test
and compare the results with different methods. Here, we opted to
experiment with Euclidean distance and Gower distance as proximity
metrics [Gow66], along with single-linkage, complete-linkage, and
average-linkage techniques as strategies for grouping classes. From
the tests carried out, the best classification scheme was achieved using
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single-linkage and Euclidean distance. This combination allowed iden-
tifying the six operation scenarios described through six classes while
the other schemes required at least 7 classes to correctly identify the
six scenarios. Next, Figure 6.13 and Figure 6.14 illustrate the structure
of the dendrogram and the classification process obtained according
to the behavior of the descriptors.

Figure 6.13: Dendogram with a cut of 6 classes

Figure 6.14: Assignment of classes with agglomerative hierarchical algorithm

6.2.2.6 Analysis of results

The tests carried out show that the Gower distance and the Euclidean
distance presented similar base structures, but different clustering
structure. In the same way, despite that the class clustering scheme was
changed (simple, complete and average), at the base of the dendrogram
it was always possible to identify each one of the proposed scenarios,
what changes in the structure is the way they clustered. What becomes
clear is that by fixing a cut-off point of the dendrogram to six or seven
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classes, it was possible to identify all the defined operating scenarios.
However, the best result was reached using Euclidean distance with
single-linkage.

Analyzing the structure of the dendrogram (see Figure 6.13), it
shows that all operating scenarios can be clearly recognized. However,
we expected that all the clusters related to anomalous operation sce-
narios were grouped in a dominant single class of failure (failure root
class), it means to get the normal traffic class (A) completely separated
of failure classes (B, C, D, E, F).

6.2.2.7 Validation

The results reached through an agglomerative hierarchical algorithm
motivate a very qualitative interpretation, which can be subjective
from the researcher perspective. Hence, it is recommended to com-
pare the achieved results with other types of solutions, where similar
results will indicate the presence of a structure in the data. Thus,
we explored other solution strategies using partitional and diffuse
unsupervised algorithms: K-means [HW79] and LAMDA (Learning
Algorithm Multivariable and Data Analysis) [AMDM82]. The results
obtained using K-means (see Figure 6.15), defining in advance the k
parameter equal six (number of operation scenarios), shows how this
algorithm identifies all the proposed scenarios.

Figure 6.15: Assignment of classes with K-means partitional algorithm

Figure 6.16 illustrates the classification achieved results using the
LAMDA algorithm with a Gaussian adaptation function, fuzzy logic
connectors Min-Max and a requirement level of 0,6. LAMDA algorithm
is incorporated in the P3S application (DISCO Group, LAAS-CNRS).
This application also allows extracting the membership graphic as-
sociated with each of the classes, Global Adequacy Degree (GAD),
see Figure 6.17. The results obtained were in line with the K-means
classification.
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Figure 6.16: Assignment of classes with diffuse LAMDA algorithm

Figure 6.17: Membership graph for classes in the data space

6.2.3 Discussion

The selection of descriptors is key in a classification process, therefore,
a preliminary analysis to determine their level of contribution is nec-
essary. Likewise, a transformation or pre-treatment of the data may be
required, as occurred in this work, where three statistical descriptors
(averages) and one network flow descriptor (SeqNum field in GOOSE
packet header) were used.

The hierarchical clustering strategy allows, through the dendrogram,
to make a preliminary exploration of the possible grouping structures
present in the data space, when the number of descriptors is greater
than 3. In this way, the techniques of hierarchical clustering are an
excellent tool to deal with completely unknown data.

The results evidence the strength in the mechanisms of unsuper-
vised classification to identify all the proposed operating scenarios by
using different techniques (partitional, hierarchical and diffuse). Also,
the results demonstrate that these algorithms can be useful in several
scenarios, for example, the traffic classification in power substation
communication networks.
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Finally, the fact of getting identical results through different classifi-
cation algorithms demonstrates the strength of the selected descriptors
for the identification of patterns in this particular case of application.

6.2.4 Conclusion

In this section, we have presented a practical case of how unsuper-
vised clustering algorithms can be used as an effective tool for the
identification of operation scenarios, in power substations communi-
cation networks based on the IEC 61850 standard. However, there are
still numerous application fields to explore in this area. Particularly
the detection of new anomalies, or unknown operation scenarios, is
a difficult task for a classification algorithm. In our approach, the
selection of the descriptors was successful, given the knowledge of the
operating scenarios in advance. They proved to be robust obtaining
identical results with other unsupervised clustering techniques such
as K-means (partitional-type clustering), or LAMDA (diffuse-type clus-
tering). The challenge then is to ensure that the clustering algorithm is
able to classify the normal traffic scenario in a robust manner, in that
way the other scenarios will be used to notify anomalous processes in
the communications network.
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You do not treat all people in the same way because each person is different,
with the communication services happen exactly the same thing.

— Alexánder Leal

Even though the QoS concept is widely known, in most cases the
network traffic continues being treated in a classic way, with the Best
Effort paradigm. One reason for this point is that QoS implementation
is a complex task. In this chapter we consider the problem of provid-
ing QoS to critical infrastructure networks such as power substation
communication networks, which require a careful management of the
traffic due to their reliability requirements. The main contributions on
this chapter are: 1) the proposal of an architecture to deploy QoS under
the SDN paradigm and 2) its validation through the behavior of the
protocol with the most demanding operational requirements in terms
of delay, GOOSE. These contributions were published in [LBJ18b] as a
collaboration of Alexánder Leal and Prof. Dr. Juan Felipe Botero

from the Telecommunications Engineering Department of the Univer-
sity of Antioquia with Eduardo Jacob from the Telecommunications
Engineering Department of the University of the Basque Country.

7.1 introduction

As a result of the modernization of the power substations, the tech-
nologies used in traditional data networks are already an integral
component of the communication networks of these infrastructures.
This upgrade process is known as SAS and it is defined by the IEC
61850 standard [Tc5]. However, although this transformation improves
the operation of the substation, new challenges emerged. For example,
the arrival of a new set of protocols (SV, GOOSE, MMS, PTP), which
demands different transmission times, bandwidth provisioning, relia-
bility and security for its proper operation.

Currently, to implement traffic differentiation and provisioning, the
substation engineer uses Class of Service (CoS) to assign priorities to
the VLANs in charge of carrying the traffic, according to the network
engineering guidelines provided by IEC 61850-90-4 [Int13a]. This strat-
egy usually works in an over-provisioned network, but it does not
always guarantee the constraints imposed by the substation traffic.
An incorrect configuration of network management protocol, a distur-
bance recording or a maintenance task can influence the performance
of the network. Nevertheless, there are other mechanisms to guarantee
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the operational requirements of different protocols, for example, the
implementation of QoS policies.

The term QoS presents several approaches according to the context,
or even the organization IETF, ITU, and ETSI [GJS03]. In the field of
computer networking, QoS refers to traffic prioritization and resource
reservation control mechanisms rather than the achieved service qual-
ity. QoS is the ability to provide different priority to different applica-
tions, users, or data flows to guarantee a certain level of performance
[Hua09]. However, to enforce QoS policies is a complex task. The
configuration of queuing disciplines requires qualified staff with a
wide knowledge about queue parameters, traffic behaviour, device
configuration, etc; combined with the fact that if the QoS policy is not
configured properly can cause adverse behaviors. For this reason, most
networking engineers prefer to over-provision the network capacity
as an alternative to deal with the complex QoS control mechanisms.
However, this option has scalability problems, especially when the
complexity of the systems is increasing, not reducing.

Several works highlight that SDN can improve the management and
operation of the power substation communication networks [LB16c].
Therefore, it is relevant to explore how QoS can be deployed under
an SDN environment. SDN is a technology that decouples the network
control from the forwarding functions, enabling the network control to
become directly programmable and the underlying infrastructure to be
abstracted for applications and network services [Ope18]. Thus, SDN

can provide an effective solution to ease the deployment of QoS policies
because it enables the management and programmability of the entire
network from one single point. This section aims at exploiting the
benefits of SDN in the implementation of QoS policies inside power
substation communication networks.

7.2 related work

There are few works around the QoS area under SAS environment,
which demonstrates the aforementioned fact: substation engineers
usually only use CoS as a mechanism to implement QoS policies. Ac-
cording to this, in [Oli+16] an evaluation about Ethernet switches
requirements over IEC 61850 networks was conducted using real case
scenarios. Three performance tests were carried out over an Ethernet
Switch with 24 Gigabit ports and a switching capacity of 68 Gbps, for
each GOOSE, PTP and Sampled Valued protocol. The study concluded
that the use of Priority Code Point (PCP) bits in 802.1Q Ethernet
frame, CoS mechanism, is enough to ensure a proper operation for
these messages even in the worst case situations. There is another
work in [Fen+14] where the researchers study the requirements of the
traffic present in the digital substation network. That paper proposes
a priority classification and a queue scheduling scheme to use with
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a CoS strategy, in the same way as is indicated by the IEC 61850-90-4
[Int13a] network engineering guidelines.

However, we can also identify further efforts in this field. For exam-
ple, in [BHR16] authors discuss how the performance requirements
of IEC 61850-based energy applications can be met in Wide Area Net-
work (WAN) context. For this purpose, they propose a QoS extension
to the System Configuration description Language (SCL), which has
been designed with extensibility features in mind, to enable the direct
modeling of communication requirements. This extension includes
the well-known TSpec of Integrated Services defined in RFC 2215 and
provides QoS assessment to a substation engineer at design time. As a
proof of concept, they implemented a prototype that implements the
aforementioned extension to guarantee the requirements traffic of a
synchrophasor WAN transmission according to TR IEC 61850-90-5.

In [Man17], a researcher proposed a QoS framework for a micro-
grid communication network, guided by the IEC 61850 standard. The
framework executes classification and scheduling tasks. Classifica-
tion mechanism allows the nodes and agents to identify packets and
tag them according to their QoS requirements. Scheduling mecha-
nism -Class Based Weighted Fair Queueing (CBWFQ) with Weighted
Random Early Detection (WRED)- determines the next packet to be
transmitted. The study was tested on the OMNET simulator.

Also, an SDN approach is presented in [Mol+15b]. There, the authors
used port ingress rate limiting strategies to implement QoS policies.
They create and configure traffic shaping on Openvswitches [Nic09]
thorugh the Open Virtual Switch Data Base (OVSDB) protocol. Then,
via the Floodlight SDN Controller, this framework pushes flow rules to
redirect specific traffic to different queues. As a result, rates limiting
are established taking into consideration the requirements of GOOSE

or SV traffic over other services.
Unlike the approaches mentioned in this section, our proposal is not

oriented to use CoS techniques. And, even though our architecture im-
plements SDN principles and OVSDB management just like [Mol+15b],
the QoS strategy developed and the experimental validation is different.
For example, the SDN controllers and the GOOSE/SV traffic emulators
implemented are different. In addition, we validate our approach
using the most critical communication service in a power substation
communication network, GOOSE trip messages, whereas [Mol+15b]
only implements a traffic shaping use case with SV, TCP, and UDP

traffic.
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7.3 conceptual framework

7.3.1 Communications Services on IEC61850 standard

In general, the IEC 61850 standard [Tc5] defines four types of com-
munication services: MMS, GOOSE, SV and TS; in order to guaran-
tee the correct operation of the power substation network (See Ta-
ble 2.1). However, the power substation network also supports non-
IEC 61850 traffic such as: Supervisory Control And Data Acquisi-
tion (SCADA)/Engineering Access, Video surveillance, Thermal moni-
toring system, Voice Over Internet Protocol (VoIP), among others.

According to the IEC 61850-5 and IEC 61850-8 recommendations,
the communication services are mapped into different communication
stacks according of their performance requirements (see Figure 7.1).

Figure 7.1: Communication stack under the IEC 61850 standard

7.3.2 Traffic Estimation of the communications services on IEC 61850
standard

IEC 61850-90-4 is a
technical Report

focused on
engineering a local

area network limited
to the requirements
of IEC 61850-based

substation
automation.

To implement QoS policies, it is imperative understanding the behavior
of the IEC 61850 communication services. Table 7.1 illustrates the
main parameters to take into account according to the IEC 61850-90-4
[Int13a] network engineering guidelines, while an additional column is
used as reference throughput to be considered in the implementation
of QoS policies.

7.3.2.1 GOOSE

It transmits messages periodically and generates trip messages when
a protection detects a failure. This trip message is transmitted four
times (burst) to overcome possible frame losses. Typically, the size of
GOOSE messages is within 92 octets to 250 octets and it depends on
the configured parameters in the GOOSE Control Block. For example,
a trip GOOSE message to handle just one digital status information in
the data set (one Boolean value and the related Quality bit string) has
an approximate size of 124 octets. To determine the throughput for
the GOOSE messages transmitted periodically is enough to multiply
the maximum size of the message (250 bytes) and its corresponding
rate (for example, 10 frames per second). However, as a GOOSE trip
message is not periodic, we use its maximum transmission times (TT6 -
3ms) to estimate the approximate throughput. This time is distributed
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.

Protocol Comm.
Stack

Priority Function
Transfer

Time Class
Packet size Packets/sec Throughput

GOOSE

ETH
(multicast)

High

Trips,
Blocking

TT6

3ms
100-200 bytes random 3 Mbps

Releases,
Status

Changes

TT5

10ms
100-250 bytes 10 20 Kbps

Fast
automatic
interations

TT4

20ms
100-250 bytes 10 20 Kbps

SV

General
measuring

TT5

10ms
140 bytes 4800 6 Mbps

Quality and
metering
accuracy

TT5

10ms
— 15360 12 Mbps

PTP
ETH or

UDP/IP/ETH

Medium

TimeSync
Events &

Commands
— — — 3 Mbps

MMS TCP/IP/ETH

Slow
automatic

interactions

TT3

100ms
200 bytes 10 16 Kbps

Operator
commands

TT2

500ms
200 bytes 1 1.6 Kbps

Events,
alarms

TT1

1000ms
100-200 bytes 20 32 Kbps

Low Files, Log
contents

TT0

> 1000ms
50000 bytes > random 1 Mbps

Table 7.1: QoS Requirements for the communication services defined in the
IEC 61850 standard and throughput suggested

as follows: 80 percent to the processing times in the IED stacks (2.4ms)
and the remaining 20 percent (0.6ms) for the communication network.
According to this, to transmit a trip GOOSE message of 200 bytes with
a maximum delay of 0.6ms a throughput of 2.7Mbps is required.

7.3.2.2 SV

SV transmits samples values periodically with a rate of 80 samples per
cycle transmitted. That means 4000 samples per second (for a 50Hz
grid) or 4800 samples per second (for a 60Hz grid). An SV frame has
an approximate size of 140 bytes according to the IEC 61850-9-2LE
guideline, although this size depends on the number of Application
Service Data Units (ASDUs) encapsulated in the SV frame. Assuming
an SV frame size of 140 bytes, the throughput related with an SV flow
is around 4.5 Mbps (50Hz) and 5.4 Mbps (60Hz). For measurement,
the sampling rate is 256 samples per cycle, but 8 points are grouped
and sent in a single packet, resulting in a bandwidth of up to 10 Mbps
(50Hz) or 12 Mbps (60Hz).
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7.3.2.3 PTP

It relies on a master-slave scheme, where master broadcasts period-
ically a Sync message with the reference time, with no knowledge
of the slaves. PTP packet size is difficult to determine because it de-
pends on the operation mode (peer-to-peer P2P or end-to-end E2E), or
whether the switches support it. Also, as the PTP protocol calculates its
network delay, there is not a maximum delay specified in the standard
for it. Likewise, since [Int13a; Oli+16] suggest that GOOSE and PTP have
similar requirements, we define a rate of 3Mbps.

7.3.2.4 MMS

The MMS traffic generated by IEDs comprises a polling part from the
SCADA and an event-driven part that depends on reports. An IED sends
reports by data change, quality change or data update, with an interval
between 60s to 300s [Int13a]. The MMS throughput suggested in the
Table 7.1 was calculated following the same principles explained in
the GOOSE section for random and periodic packets.

7.3.3 HTB Queuing Discipline

A queuing discipline
determins how the

packets are buffered
while waiting to be

transmitted

Hierarchical Token Bucket is a classful queueing discipline (algorithm
to control the packet scheduling in a specific network interface), that
allows a granular control over the outbound bandwidth on a link
(traffic shaping) [Bro06; Dev02]. In general, the main HTB properties
to set in this queueing discipline are: 1) rate, minimum guaranteed
rate for this class and their children; 2) ceil, maximum rate at which
this class is allowed to transmit; and 3) priority, defines the priority of
the class to request idle bandwidth (see Figure 7.2). To conclude, the
operating principles of this algorithm are described as follows:

Figure 7.2: HTB queue discipline description

• The sum of the rates of the children classes should not exceed
the ceil of a parent class.

• A child class always send packets with the minimum guaranteed
rate.
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• When a class uses less bandwidth than the amount assigned
(rate property), the idle bandwidth is available for any other
classes to use.

• When a child class’ rate is exceeded, it is allowed to ask for idle
bandwidth to its parent class until it reaches ceil.

• Classes with higher priority are offered idle bandwidth first.

7.4 architecture proposal

This work takes advantage of the SDN’s benefits to ease the imple-
mentation of QoS policies inside power substation networks thanks
to its ability for programming the network. Figure 7.3 illustrates the
architecture proposal.

Figure 7.3: Architecture proposal

7.4.1 Application domain

In this domain the following requirements are entered by the substa-
tion operator and then, they are transmitted to the SDN controller via
REST:
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• Substation Configuration Description (SCD). This file describes the
entire power substation, including all its devices and the way
that they are linked together in the system.

• QoS Requirements Table. This table shows a prioritized arrange-
ment of the main communications services (GOOSE, SV, PTP and
MMS), along with the minimum rate to guarantee. Notice that the
throughput suggested, in the GOOSE and MMS cases, corresponds
to the most challenging condition evaluated. Furthermore, the
table presents reference values for any other traffic existing in
the network: TCP, UDP or others (ARP, ICMP, etc). However, all
values of this table can be modified according to the operator
criterion.

7.4.2 Control domain

This domain is responsible of: 1) receiving the QoS requirements as well
as the origin and destination for the communication services inside the
power substation network (Substation Configuration Description (SCD)
file), 2) building and mapping QoS policies, 3) determining the needed
flows to guarantee the unicast and multicast connectivity between all
devices and 4) transmitting flow rules to the switches under the QoS

defined environment.

• QoS Mapping & Provisioning. This module is in charge of building
QoS policies with the HTB strategy and the assistance of the
OVSDB plugin [PD13]. To achieve this objective, it is necessary to
map all the estimated flows of the system to each switch port
(outgoing traffic), from the communication requirements of the
SCD file. With this input, the rate and ceil HTB parameters are
estimated, since the priority setting was already defined in the
QoS Requirements Table. For example, an IED can be subscribed
to: two MU (two SV flows), one IED (one GOOSE flow), and the
requests from the station level (MMS flow). In that case, the
HTB parameters will be defined as shown in the QoS Mapping
& Provisioning table of Figure 7.3. Later, all this information
passes to the OVSDB plugin for executing the next process: 1)
For each switch port, seven queues associated with outgoing
traffic are created using the HTB mechanism (one queue for each
communication service); 2) These seven queues are linked to
just one QoS policy and finally 3) this QoS policy is attached to
just one switch port. All this information is stored in the Queue,
QoS and Port tables of each OpenvSwitch (OVS). In summary,
each switch port has one QoS policy associated, containinig seven
queues.

• Connectivity unicast & multicast with QoS. This module is respon-
sible for: controlling the broadcast traffic such as ARP in loop-
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based topologies, guaranteeing the unicast communication (TCP,
UDP), giving multicast connectivity (GOOSE, SV) and providing
redundancy to GOOSE messages, using QoS policies. This block
takes the information given in the SCD file to establish flows
between devices. Once the route for the flow is determined, this
unit makes use of the queues IDs linked to the ports (QoS Map-
ping & Provisioning module) to build the corresponding flow
rules. Flow rules are transmitted to the switches through the
OpenFlow plugin.

7.4.3 Data domain

This area is integrated to the forwarding devices, in this case Open-
vSwitches. In the proposed architecture, these devices are managed
by the SDN controller through of two southbound protocols: OVSDB

[PD13] in charge to create and operate the QoS policies, and Open-
Flow [McK+08] responsible of managing the flow rules and linking
them with the QoS policies already created. OpenvSwitch supports
two classful queuing disciplines: HTB and Hierarchical Fair Service
Curve (HFSC). However, as OpenvSwitch lacks support for all the HFSC

settings, we use the HTB mechanism.

7.5 testbed

7.5.1 Environment

This testbed runs on Ubuntu 16.04 LTS machine, with an Intel Core i7
@3.40GHz x 8 CPU, and 16GiB of RAM. To generate network topolo-
gies we use Mininet [Tea12], a network emulator used in the SDN

research field which includes OpenvSwitch [Nic09] (a virtual switch
that supports OpenFlow and OVSDB southbound protocols). The con-
trol domain of the testbed is governed by the Opendaylight Controller
[Odl]. The testbed topology consists of a spiderweb topology (Fig-
ure 7.4b), a mixture of two topologies: star and ring, that provides
a highly optimized structure with tolerance to link failures, which
was described in Chapter 4. In this case, the network topology rep-
resents an approximation of a small substation of 220/132 kV, with
single bus, which is classified as T1-1 by IEC 61850-5. Figure 7.4a
shows the diagram line for such substation, along with a possible
structure for the control, protection and measuring devices in each
line bay: Circuit Breaker (XCBR), Protection Time Overcurrent (PTOC)
and Merging Unit (MU).

Finally, the measuring MUs, protection and control IEDs and supervis-
ing devices were emulated using mininet-hosts executing applications
from the libIEC61850 project [Zil16]. This framework provides an
API for implementing MMS server and client, GOOSE publisher and
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Figure 7.4: a) Diagram line for a T1-1 substation b) Network topology sug-
gested

subscribers and SV publisher and subscribers. Besides, the link band-
width was set to 100Mbps, to guarantee a reasonable workload of the
machine resources under the operation conditions of the system.

7.5.2 System operation conditions

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of our approach we propose the
next operation conditions (see Figure 7.5).

Figure 7.5: System operation conditions

• SV Flows: All MUs send SV traffic to each of their bay protec-
tions (PTOC). In addition, all the MUs shall also send SV traffic
to the PTOCa1, since it will simulate the implementation of a
differential protection too.
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• GOOSE Flows: All protections (PTOCs) send GOOSE traffic period-
ically to their corresponding bay breakers (XCBRs). Furthermore,
in case of detecting an overcurrent, they will trigger the breaker
of its bay and the breaker of the main line. It means that all
PTOCs will send GOOSE traffic to XCBRa1. It is important to men-
tion that the GOOSE flows coming out of each bay will take the
shorter two disjoint paths to get the XCBRa1. This behavior has
the purpose of guaranteeing redundancy and fault-tolerance.

• MMS Flows: All measurement, protection and control devices
send periodically information via MMS to the operation center.
The thickness of the line is proportional to the number of MMS

flows. A flow for each end device, 3 flows within the spider-
web topology and 9 flows in the link that connects with the
management center (SCADA).

7.5.3 QoS considerations

The queue discipline implemented in this testbed is HTB. HTB allows
classifying different types of traffic and, according to this classification,
assign them levels of throughput and priority. In this testbed, HTB

can be visualized as a tree, where the parent node sets the maximum
capacity of the link (100 Mbps, a FastEthernet link), while that the
children coincide with the communications services of the power
substations and their corresponding parameters: rate, ceil and priority
(see Figure 7.6). With the purpose to simplify the validation in our
testbed, we set the same QoS policy in all switches ports.

Figure 7.6: HTB testbed queue discipline

7.6 validation

The most critical information in a power substation involves the trans-
mission of GOOSE trip commands from the protection IEDs to the circuit
breaker IEDs. A GOOSE trip demands a maximum transmission time of
3ms, where 2.4 ms are used for processing times in the IED stacks and
the remaining 0.6ms are used for the transmission over the communi-
cation network. In order to validate the effectiveness of our approach,
we propose to generate an overcurrent event under normal and stress
operation conditions, with and without QoS policies. The overcurrent
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event will cause the transmission of GOOSE trip commands. This way,
we can take delay measurements of these messages to determine the
performance of the transmission time over the communication net-
work. The graphics presented in this section are the result of 60 tests
performed in presence and absence of QoS policies.

7.6.1 Experiment description

Figure 7.7 illustrates the traffic patterns in the link that connects
the breaker XCBRf2, under the aforementioned conditions. PTOCf2

sends periodically GOOSE messages to the devices subscribed (XCBRf2

and XCBRa1), and XCBRf2 interchanges MMS information with the
substation level. Also, two overcurrent events will be generated in
the MUf2 (timeline 20s and 40s). This overcurrent will be detected
by PTOCf2, who will send a GOOSE trip message to the XCBRf2 and
XCBRa1 breakers. Later, to create a stress condition in the link (30s
after simulation started), an UDP flow (70 Mbps) will be generated
from PC1 as well as a TCP flow (40 Mbps) from DFR. Both flows have
as destination the XCBRf2 control IED, trying to reach the available
bandwidth of the link to XCBRf2 (100 Mbps).

Figure 7.7: Traffic patterns with and without QoS policies
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7.6.2 GOOSE delay evaluation

Figure 7.8 shows the delay performance for the GOOSE messages that
arrived at XCBRf2 from PTOCf2. This delay can be calculated since
all devices are running in the same machine, therefore they have the
same machine time.

Figure 7.8: Delay performance for GOOSE messages with and without QoS

policies

7.6.3 Analysis of the results

The tests carried out show that the implementation of QoS policies,
under an SDN environment, satisfy the operational requirements of
power substation protocols such as GOOSE, even under conditions
of heavy traffic loads. This fact demonstrates that traffic shaping
strategies are paramount in the right performance of power substation
networks and that SDN is a technological enabler that facilitates this
task. From the obtained outcomes, it is important to mention that:

• In normal conditions, Figure 7.7 and Figure 7.8 evince that
GOOSE protocol operates satisfactorily, regardless of whether or
not there are QoS policies implemented.

• In overload conditions, the reader can verify in Figure 7.7 how
TCP and UDP traffic are shaped according to the aforementioned
guidelines (TCP ceil - 40 Mbps, UDP ceil - 60Mbps), when the QoS

policies are implemented. In contrast, when they are absent, the
TCP and UDP flows are contending all the time for the available
bandwidth.

• At first sight, in Figure 7.7, GOOSE protocol operation looks suit-
able even in stress conditions. However, this apparent normal
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behavior is due to the big scale of the figure. Figure 7.8 exposes
the real performance of the delay on GOOSE messages in over-
load conditions. It shows how when the TCP and UDP traffic
saturate the link (red background), the delay grows gradually
if there are no QoS policies applied. At the beginning (timeline
between 30s and 45s), sometimes GOOSE messages comply with
the maximum transmission time for the communication network
(0.6 ms), but sometimes they do not. This issue influences pe-
riodic GOOSE messages and GOOSE trips. Finally, after the 45s,
under no circumstances the transmission time requirements are
fulfilled. On the contrary, in the scenario with QoS policies, the
delay performance never exceeded the 0.2 ms.

From the presented findings we can conclude that although GOOSE

only requires 3 Mbps of provisioning per flow, this condition has to
be defined in advance. On the contrary, at a critical moment, GOOSE

will have to compete with the other flows no matter the link capacity,
and that could be harmful.

7.7 conclusion

In this chapter we evaluated the applicability of implementing QoS

policies to guarantee the time-critical requirements of power substa-
tion protocols such as GOOSE, under an SDN environment. For this
purpose, we suggested a traffic prioritization scheme, proposed an
architecture and built a testbed to demonstrate the effectiveness of
our approach. Results show that our prototype can effectively provide:
traffic guarantees rates, transmission times according to the IEC 61850-
90-4 guidelines and the highest bandwidth utilization through the use
of HTB algorithm, by allowing idle bandwidth to be used by other QoS

flows.
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C O N C L U S I O N S

A Ph.D. means ...
enjoy the topic that you choose to discover, work hard in your tests,
longer and more stressful days, write a lot, be patient with the peer

reviewing process and expose, argue and defend your approach
convincingly.

— Alexánder Leal

This thesis has exhaustively proposed new approaches to improve
the operation of a power substation communication network in terms
of management, reliability, service provisioning and security; by the
use of the SDN principles. Thanks to this exploration, several contri-
butions to the existing state of the art were introduced in this thesis.
In particular, a categorization was proposed according to the focus
of existing approaches. Also, a novel network architecture (S3N) was
introduced to model the interaction between the elements involved in
the operation of the power substation. Also a reliable network topol-
ogy outlined with the features of this architecture was proposed. In
addition, this thesis included other contributions under an SDN envi-
ronment in a power substation context such as: architectures to detect
and mitigate security attacks in the reconnaissance phase or manage
QoS provisioning, as well as algorithms to solve complex issues related
to loops-based topologies (broadcast traffic control, path redundancy,
packet redundancy, and multicast traffic management).

This chapter sums up the main contributions and results of the
thesis as a consequence of the identified research opportunities. It
will be split into three sections. Section 8.1 details the main results ob-
tained throughout the development of the thesis. Section 8.2 presents
the publications achieved in this thesis and their quality assessment.
Finally, Section 8.3 shows the participation of the author of this thesis
in research projects.

8.1 main contributions and results

Chapter 2 revealed the wide interest in evaluating the benefits that SDN

can offer to the field of power substation communication networks.
The review introduced a categorization according to the approach
of the existing works: proofs of concept, evaluation of technical re-
quirements and solutions offered by the industry. Besides, this survey
highlighted in the research field that there is a trend to: use network
emulators as mininet [Tea12], emulate network traffic, employ a wide
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variety of SDN controllers, and use OpenFlow as a southbound in-
terface by default [McK+08]. The results found were encouraging in
most cases, and suggest that SDN can boost the management of power
substation communications networks satisfying their demanding op-
eration requirements, and offering the possibility of developing novel
solutions.

Chapter 3 proposed a novel architecture called Smart Solution for
Substation Networks (S3N), which allows representing, alternatively
to the network model provided in the standard IEC 61850, the inter-
action between all elements involved in the operation of the power
substation, taking the communications network as the focal point.
This new approach uses the concepts proposed by SDN and virtu-
alization technologies for its conception and takes as reference the
network functionalities presented in the Chapter 2 to define an origi-
nal SDN control plane. It means, this control plane is not an adaption
of well known SDN-based control planes in different data networks
(data centers, carrier networks), but on the contrary, it is defined from
power substations’ particularities. In addition, to explain in depth the
elements that integrate the architecture S3N as well as their interac-
tions, representation models like SGAM [CEN12] and Kruchten’s 4 +
1 Model View [Kru95] were used according to the guidelines of the
ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010 System and software engineering - Architec-
ture description [ISO11]. We consider that this reconceptualization
allows modeling the behavior of current and future power substation
communication networks, and brought the opportunity to illustrate
the benefits of applying SDN in this environment as shown in the
Chapter 5, Chapter 6 and Chapter 7.

Chapter 4 introduced a novel methodology to specify, character-
ize and evaluate a reliable network topology that guarantees fault-
tolerance, according to the guidelines described in the S3N architecture.
After defining the S3N architecture in Chapter 3, it was necessary to
specify reliable network topology (SDN data plane), to develop the
functionalities conceived in its corresponding SDN control plane. In
this chapter, we propose an ILP model to solve this research challenge
considering requirements such as SDN legacy, power substation rec-
ommendations and paths redundancy. However, this procedure can
be applied in any other environment, not just in the power substation
communications network. The network topology found is called arti-
ficial spider web, a combination between a star and a ring topology.
This topology gives an optimized structure to transmit information
between nodes located further away from the center of the topology
and 100% fault-tolerant. In addition, another important contribution
that gives this chapter is a method to compare network topologies
according to different criteria: terminal reliability, graph metrics, and
end-to-end time-delay; which can be applied in any environment. This
instrument confirmed that the spider web and the dual redundant
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8.1 main contributions and results

tree topologies are the best options to support the power substation
communications network.

Chapter 5 exposed alternative SDN solutions to overcome shortcom-
ings found in the existing mechanisms to manage power substations
communications network. These approaches, or functionalities defined
in the S3N architecture’s control plane, include algorithms to solve
complex issues in loops-based topologies like the network topology
proposed in Chapter 4. In particular, we develop applications to net-
work topology discovery, broadcast traffic control, SV multicast traffic
management and GOOSE multicast traffic management, some of which
would be technically unfeasible using common network protocols. It is
not possible to bring at the same time fault-tolerance with redundant
links if traditional protocols like STP disable all redundant paths in the
topology to avoid loops. The achieved results, when the algorithms
were applied over our testbed, were consequent with the expected op-
eration scheme of the communication network. One important aspect
here is that all algorithms, except for the GOOSE algorithm which takes
advantage of the particularities of the spider web topology, proved
to work satisfactorily in a dual redundant tree topology. This fact
demonstrates the effectiveness of our approach.

Chapter 6 presented two strategies to detect intrusions in power
substations communication networks based on the IEC 61850 stan-
dard, considering the serious damage that can cause a failure in this
critical infrastructure over a highly energy-dependent society. The
first makes use of the sampling and monitoring network tool, sFlow.
While the second uses unsupervised clustering algorithms for this
purpose. In this chapter, we can enumerate several contributions. 1)
the adequate definition of statistical descriptors (averages) was a key
aspect of the achieved results in both strategies. In the hierarchical
clustering approach, the descriptors proved to be robust getting iden-
tical results with other unsupervised clustering techniques such as
K-means (partitional-type clustering), or LAMDA (diffuse-type cluster-
ing). Likewise, in the strategy of sampling packets to detect attacks in
the reconnaissance phase, the descriptors shown to be effective. 2) the
exploration of how unsupervised clustering algorithms can be used as
an effective tool to identify operation scenarios, in power substations
communication networks. And 3) an architecture composed of two
domains: Monitoring and Countermeasure, where the first domain
is governed by sFlow (in charge of detecting network anomalies de-
fined by user rules), while the second domain is managed by an SDN

controller (responsible of mitigating the intrusion).
Chapter 7 described the challenges around of QoS provisioning in

power substations communication networks, which require a careful
management of the traffic due to their reliability requirements. To
overcome these shortcomings, the conceptualization of an architecture
under the SDN paradigm was carried out and a traffic prioritization
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conclusions

scheme was suggested based on a deep analysis of the IEC 61850

communication services requirements. Results show that our approach
can effectively provide: traffic guarantees rates, transmission times
according to the IEC 61850-90-4 guidelines and the highest bandwidth
utilization through the use of the HTB algorithm, by allowing idle
bandwidth to be used by other QoS flows.

Finally, with the development of this thesis, we expected to answer
the following research question: Can the proposed architecture bring so-
lutions that improve the management of power substation communications
network, ensuring existing levels of reliability and availability in line with
the standards and requirements set by the sector? And, based on the work
and the contributions presented in this thesis, the author argues that
the S3N architecture can facilitate the operation and management of
power substation communications network thanks to incorporating
SDN as a technological enabler.

SDN brings with it the features of the software to the networks.
Now, any network engineer is able to develop new solutions (named
protocols or applications), according to the specific needs of his organi-
zation. However, we can not forget that the software not only involves
benefits, it brings responsability too.

8.2 publications

Part of the research work presented in this Ph.D. Thesis has been in-
ternationally validated in different networking peer-reviewed journals
and conferences. Several experts have provided their comments in
the peer reviews allowing us to improve our investigations and to
guide the direction of our research. However, at the moment to finish
this dissertation, some papers are still in the reviewing process. The
articles carried out during the development of this thesis are detailed
in Table 8.1 and Table 8.2.

8.3 research projects

The research contribution made by this thesis to improve the current
operation of a power substation communication network in terms of
management, reliability, service provisioning and security; was made
in the context of two research projects summarized in Table 8.3.
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8.3 research projects

.
paper title journal quartile state

S3N-Smart Solution for Substa-
tion Networks, an architecture for
the management of communica-
tion networks in power substa-
tions [LB16a]

Lecture Notes in
Computer Science

Q2 Published

Transforming communication
networks in power substations
through SDN [LB16c]

IEEE Latin America
Transactions

Q2 Published

Hierarchical clustering for anoma-
lous traffic conditions detection in
power substations [LBJ18a]

IEEE Latin America
Transactions

Q2 Submitted

Improving early attack detection
in networks with sFlow and SDN
[LBJ18a]

Communications in
Computer and

Information Science
Q3 Published

Defining a reliable network topol-
ogy in a Software-defined power
substations context [LB19b]

IEEE Access Q1 Published

A novel architecture for power
substations communications net-
works based on SDN and virtual-
ization paradigms [LB19a]

IEEE Communications
Magazine

Q1 Submitted

Table 8.1: Publications in journals

.
paper title conference type

Software defined power substations: An ar-
chitecture for network communications and
its control plane [LB16b]

IEEE Latin-American
Conference on

Communications

International, Indexed
in DBLP and IEEE

Xplore

Improving fault tolerance in critical net-
works through OpenFlow [DLB17]

IIEEE Colombian
Conference on

Communications and
Computing

National, Indexed in
IEEE Xplore

QoS Proposal for IEC 61850 traffic under an
SDN environment [LBJ18b]

IEEE Latin-American
Conference on

Communications

International, Indexed
in DBLP and IEEE

Xplore

Table 8.2: Publications in conferences

.
project name duration state partners involved

Platform for management of elec-
trical substations supported in
Software Defined Networks

24-06-2015

31-03-2016

Finished
University of Antioquia
Kinnesis Solutions S.A.S

STORM, Intelligent Management
of Electric Services in the Cloud

01-08-2016

01-08-2018

Finished University of Antioquia

Table 8.3: Research projects where the author of this thesis was involved
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9
F U T U R E W O R K

The future depends on what we do in the present.

— Mahatma Gandhi

The contributions presented in this thesis can still be improved and,
even better, being used in several projects and testbeds focused on
power substation communication networks or even outside this topic
of interest. This chapter is divided into three sections: Section 9.1
presents possible scenarios where the contributions introduced in this
thesis can be applied. Section 9.2 details the possible enhancements
that can be made to evolve and improve the current state of the
presented contributions. Finally, in Section 9.3, new future lines of
research are highlighted.

9.1 thesis contributions , where to apply them?

One challenge for the energy sector is the constant maintenance and
improvement of their communications networks. They have to deal
with a variety of equipment maintenance from different vendors,
which is not an easy task. In this context, this thesis brings contribu-
tions to improve the operation and management of power substation
communication networks. A simple search about how SDN is being
used as a key technological enabler on utilities shows the relevance of
our contributions.

Industry 4.0 is a concept that corresponds with the next step in the
industrial development where the devices are connected and com-
municate with one another to ultimately make decisions. Here, once
again we can see how the communications networks is a key element
in this emergent concept since the only way to guarantee interaction
between smart devices is through a communications network. All
contributions presented in this thesis: the S3N architecture, the reliable
network topology implemented, the algorithms and the proposals to
improve the security and the QoS provisioning; can contribute to fit
the challenges of Industry 4.0.

9.2 further improvements of proposed contributions

In Chapter 5 we proposed several algorithms to solve complex issues
in loops-based topologies. However, the Algorithm 5.4 related to the
tasks of GOOSE multicast traffic management was developed to take
advantage of the particularities of the spider web topology. This algo-
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future work

rithm is susceptible of being improved so it becomes agnostic to the
network topology. In this context, there is another important challenge
here, since in the current solution the deletion of duplicate GOOSE

messages is in charge of the end devices IEDs. It will be interesting
to explore the Data Plane Development Kit (DPDK) framework to
determine if it is possible to translate the task of deleting duplicate
GOOSE messages to the switch.

One of the contributions presented in Chapter 6 is an architecture
to detect attacks in the reconnaissance phase using the sampling and
monitoring network tool, sFlow. With sFlow, the network administrator
can define rules to detect network anomalies. This is an opportunity
to incorporate new flow definitions to increase the robustness of
the system. In the same way, it is proposed to use the statistical
information provided by sFlow to implement entropy analysis to
identify network anomalies that have not been defined.

In Chapter 7 we suggested the conceptualization of an architecture
under the SDN paradigm to provide QoS provisioning. In this approach,
we use a classful queueing discipline HTB created and managed by
OVSDB. However, this proposal can be complemented through the
use of meters in OpenFlow. A meter is an element that measures and
controls the ingress rate of packets before the output. Unlike queues,
meters are created and managed by OpenFlow protocol in meter table
on the switch and attached directly to the flows instead to the switch
ports.

Another pending task corresponds to the study of implementing
Distributed SDN Controllers. It means, guaranteeing a logically cen-
tralized view through multiple distributed SDN controller instances to
increase the robustness of the solution proposed.

9.3 future research in the power substation communi-
cations network

Security becomes one of the most critical factors in a communications
network based on the IEC 61850 standard. Several works have evi-
denced vulnerabilities over GOOSE protocol since this is not safe. Here,
there is an opportunity of research to determine what could be the
best strategies to guarantee authentication and integrity on GOOSE

messages, considering the demanding operational requirements of
this protocol and the computing resources related to the cryptographic
logic.

Another important area to research consists in providing the SDN

controller with computational intelligence mechanisms, to evaluate
the feasibility of automating management processes and/or detecting
anomalies. For examples, the Time Series Data Repository (TSDR)
project in OpenDaylight creates a framework for collecting, storing,
querying, and maintaining time series data. In this context, all this
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9.3 future research in the power substation communications

network

information could be used in the training of machines learning to
satisfy specific needs.

An IED corresponds to a hardware/software solution used in power
substations in charge of receiving information from sensors and power
equipment, processing it and taking actions according to the needs of
the energy operator. However, is an IED susceptible of being virtualized,
like any other device? In this thesis the IEDs were emulated using hosts-
containers executing applications from the libIEC61850 project [Zil16].
It would be interesting to evaluate how to develop an virtual-IED using
Unikernel technology. An Unikernel is a single-address-space machine
image constructed using library operating systems. In this way, we
could deploy IEDs in a customized virtual instrumentation hardware,
overcoming many shortcomings related to the commisioning of these
devices.
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Part IV

A P P E N D I X





A
S 3 N A R C H I T E C U R E V I E W S

a.1 sgam views

Next, it is illustrated how the SGAM layer model can be applied to get
views of our system of interest.

a.1.1 Components and Function Layers

Figure A.1 shows, integrated in the same graph, the components layer
as well as the function layer, according to the color scheme used to
identify the different sectors of the S3N architecture.

Figure A.1: SGAM Components and Function Layers
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s3n architecure views

a.1.2 Communication Layer

Figure A.2 presents the communication protocols for the data exchange
of the necessary information between the components.

Figure A.2: SGAM Communication Layer
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A.2 kruchten views

a.2 kruchten views

Next, it is shown some views around Kruchten 4+1 model view.

a.2.1 Logical View, Extended class diagram with operations

Figure A.3: Class diagram and their corresponding operations under the
OpenDaylight framework domain
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s3n architecure views

a.2.2 Logical View, Extended class diagram with attributes

Figure A.4: Class diagram and their corresponding attributes under the
OpenDaylight framework domain

a.2.3 Development View, Components under the OpenDayLight domain

Figure A.5: Components and dependencies diagram under the OpenDay-
Light domain
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